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ABSTRACT

THE ISLAMIC STATE AND TERRITORY: HOW THE CALIPHATE FULFILLS THE
GROUP’S DESTRUCTIVE PURPOSE
Mary Lauren McGinty, M.S.
George Mason University, 2020
Dissertation Director: Dr. Julie Shedd

This study investigates the use of territory by the Islamic State (IS). Specifically, it looks
at how the IS utilizes the caliphate to fulfill their destructive purposes as a terrorist group.
Previous literature highlights the destructive actions of the IS but neglects to show the
relation between those actions and the holding of territory. In addition, most literature
strictly focuses on the religious ideology of the IS and how that is the most destructive
component of the group. Through the use of qualitative coding and quantitative data
collection, this study explored the framing of the caliphate in relation to the height of the
IS and the caliphate. Sixty news articles were analyzed and coded into various categories
highlighting the primary concern surrounding the IS and/or the caliphate. Quantitative
data from various data programs was collected to show the level of destruction (through
casualties, displaced persons, and kidnappings) throughout the years of the Islamic State.
The analysis shows that, through the methodology used, the IS is perceived to create
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more destruction during the years they held territory. Through their use of physically
holding territory, an ancient reinterpretation of Islam, and economic uses of the caliphate,
the IS is able to invoke more devastation across the globe. Additionally, the Islamic
State’s ideology and role of the caliph also contribute to their fulfillment of their violent
goals. However, this study shows that the caliphate is a primary source of destruction
and helps the IS attain their goals as a terrorist group. Implications for this study involve
possible recommendations for policymakers and counterterrorism officials. Future
strategies, involved in combatting the IS, should to focus on their use of territory and
restricting access to lands previously held by the group. In addition, approaches should
be multi-faceted and analyze the IS through a combination of frameworks. Overall, the
IS and their use of the caliphate helps them attain their violent and devastating goals
across the globe.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Terrorism is a complex concept that is not easily defined. Martha Crenshaw (Sick 1990)
offers key elements that should be included when defining terrorism, which include
“deliberate and systematic,” “symbolic use or threat of violence,” and “political
behavior” (Cunningham 2004). These elements show that terrorism is something that is
used symbolically to convey a deeper meaning in order to enact change, such as a change
in governmental leadership. However, terrorism can also be used to invoke fear, spread a
religious ideology, or acquire territory. The Islamic State (IS) uses terrorist attacks for a
multitude of reasons including spreading their ideology, asserting their legitimacy as a
group, establishing a caliphate and a caliph, and punishing the enemies and apostates of
Islam. One aspect that makes the IS so threatening is their use of territory to attain their
goals. The use of territory by terrorist groups is not specific to the Islamic State.
However, their specific ideology and reasons for holding territory differs greatly from
other terrorist groups. For example, Christian Identity utilizes territory to create unity
amongst members and to create their own “governmental system” (Juergensmeyer 2003).
However, Christian Identity’s territory only expanded across several compounds, not
over vast miles of land. The use of territory for the creation of a new political or
governmental system is not unlike the IS and their use of the caliphate. They established
and expanded the caliphate in order to live in an Islamic state, governed by Sharia law,
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and enforced by the caliph. Their establishment of a shared territory created a quasi-state
in which members were governed and lived during its existence. The use of territory and
the ideology behind the IS will be explored further in the following chapters.
In addition to their specific use of territory, the IS also follows a strict
interpretation of Islam called Salafi jihadism. The basic premise of this religion is that a
physical jihad (a just war) against the enemies of Islam is necessary in order to return to
the “Golden Age of Islam” (Stanley 2005). A more detailed description of Salafi Islam
and the difference between Salafism and Wahhabism is found in the following chapter.
However, the key difference between Salafism and Wahhabism is that the former focuses
on the modernization of Islam and the return to the “Golden Age of Islam” while the
latter rejects modernization and claims it to be the cause of the downfall of Islam (Stanley
2005). The focus on the renewal of Islam in the 21st century by the IS justifies their need
for a caliphate. Their ideology also utilizes eschatological elements to promote their
creation of the caliphate. The IS believes creating the caliphate will bring about the end
times and determine who is saved and who is not. They believe that a very literal
interpretation of Islam that focuses on enforcing Sharia law through a caliphate is the
path to righteousness. Unfortunately, they also use this ideology as justification for
violence and the use of terrorist attacks across the globe.
The IS has a complex history and only recently became an independent terrorist
group. They were initially part of al-Qaeda, specifically al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI) until
they split and formed the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIS or ISIL) in 2013
(ISIS Fast Facts 2019). Their name changed once more after their leader, Abu Bakr al-
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Baghdadi, declared the establishment of the caliphate and became the proclaimed caliph
of the territory. After the establishment of the caliphate was announced, al-Baghdadi
changed the name to the Islamic State on 29 June 2014 (ISIS Fast Facts 2019). This
initiated the destruction of neighboring communities and the use of terror attacks to
expand the caliphate and enforce Sharia law. The years following saw widespread
damage from attacks by IS and the displacement of millions living in Syria and Iraq. The
caliphate existed for several years, and the IS witnessed the height of their power and
control in the year 2015. The Islamic State’s territory quickly eroded as forces from all
over the world worked to remove IS from their proclaimed caliphate. The caliphate was
finally declared defeated by Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) on the 23rd of March in
2019 (ISIS Fast Facts 2019). The end of the caliphate spread IS members all over the
world where they currently operate in cells. The death of their caliph, Abu Bakr alBaghdadi, also created less stability within the group. However, the IS quickly declared
their new leader within a week of al-Baghdadi’s death, Abu Ibrahim al-Hashimi alQurashi (ISIS Fast Facts 2019). This brief history of the IS shows how quickly they rose
to power and expanded their caliphate in Syria and Iraq. However, it also shows the
swiftness with which collective forces around the world worked to remove the IS from
their territory and put an end to the caliphate.
This research will specifically look at the Islamic State and their use of territory
over the years. Due to the IS being designated as a terrorist group by a multitude of
countries and their attacks taking place all over the globe, the geography of this research
cannot be limited to a single country or region. However, their caliphate was established
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in Syria and Iraq, which is where most of the destruction took place and directly impacted
the communities living in those areas. Because the IS was only recently created in the
year 2004, originating from AQI, and even more recently became a global presence in
2011, this research will look at the time period that starts around its initial creation from
AQI through the present-day representation of the Islamic State. Specifically, the time
period will examine data from 2005-2020. However, literature about the concept of
terrorism and additional terrorist groups will be included from 1977 to 2020. The
elements that will be researched and analyzed throughout this study are religious Islam,
religious extremist groups, territory, terrorism, the Islamic State, the caliphate, and
various theoretical frameworks.
The primary motivation for examining the IS and their use of territory is due to a
gap in the literature that existed. Previous literature on the IS and the caliphate is limited
and literature that examines how the IS uses territory for its destructive goals is almost
nonexistent. This research was done in order to fill a gap and relay important information
about the threat the caliphate poses under the leadership of the IS. The article that led to
the formation of this study was titled “What is a caliph? The Islamic State tries to boost
its legitimacy by hijacking a historic institution” authored by Ken Chitwood (2019). This
article ended on an open-ended statement saying, “this prophetic lineage is one more way
IS is trying to resurrect the history of the caliphate for its destructive purposes”
(Chitwood 2019). There were several limitations to this statement that were not further
answered by the author. This research is focused around answering how the caliphate is
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used in resurrecting the Islamic State’s destructive purposes in addition to showing the
destruction created through the use of territory.
There are several practical applications of this research that can be beneficial for
policymakers and counterterrorism officials. This research will also help to advance the
understanding of the IS and their use of territory for their destructive purposes. It will
supply both qualitative and quantitative data, aimed at providing an in-depth view of the
concerns surrounding the caliphate and the level of destruction created by the IS over the
years. Previous literature illustrates the violence and destruction that arose from terrorist
groups in general. The literature also highlights the changes in strategy and focus of
terrorist groups over time. Walter Laqueur (1977, 1986, 1996) offers his perspective on
terrorism pre-9/11, which can be contrasted with both Mark Juergensmeyer’s (2003) and
William Cunningham’s (2004) post-9/11 understanding of terrorism. The Islamic State’s
take on terrorism fits in with the post-9/11 form of terrorism which targets western
civilizations and is sometimes religiously backed or motivated. In addition,
Juergensmeyer (2003) and Marc Gopin (2000) illustrate how religion can be a foundation
and even justification for violence and terror. Juergensmeyer (2003) gives direct
references to terrorist groups that have used religion as the backbone for using terrorist
attacks as a means to an end. He covers terrorist groups that use every major branch of
religion, and even covers ones that use more inconspicuous branches of religion, as the
base for their ideologies. Gopin (2000) focuses on conflicts that have occurred that either
use religion as a direct or indirect factor within the conflict. He provides a conflict
resolution perspective and details strategies that individuals and groups can use in
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attempting to resolve a conflict with religious elements. The IS uses a strict
interpretation of Islam that justifies the use of violence and even creates the need for a
just war between the IS and its enemies. The IS is motivated by their ideology as well as
by other factors. This research aims at uncovering the components of the IS that are so
threatening in addition to how the caliphate is used in aiding their destructive goals.
The main question that this research will examine is how does the use of territory
by the Islamic State help fulfill their destructive purposes? In addition, I will look at
several follow up questions to delve deeper into the use of the caliphate which include,
does defeating/destroying the caliphate eliminate the threat that the Islamic State poses
(and vice versa)? Is there a best lens to use in viewing/understanding the Islamic State’s
goals through the establishment of the caliphate (religious, political, economic)? If the
caliphate is a cause for concern, why? If the caliphate is not a cause for concern, what
element of the Islamic State is more threatening? What strategies can be used to combat
the IS and restrict its ability to reemerge as a more threatening terrorist group? These
questions will be used as the basis and starting point for this research. The objective of
this study will be to provide answers to the above questions through the use of qualitative
and quantitative data. The methods that will be used in this research are qualitative
coding and quantitative data collection from various data programs. Various news
articles about the IS and the caliphate will be read, analyzed, and then coded into
categories. Those categories will then be put into tables and graphs to illustrate the data
found from the news articles. The quantitative data will be collected using several data
programs to provide supplemental data to the qualitative data. These data programs will
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supply data that shows the level of destruction that is caused by the IS over the years
following its inception. The methods used are further explained in the methodology
chapter.
This research’s main aim is to answer the questions posed above. In addition, it
also intends on providing key data that can be used for understanding the destruction the
IS causes around the globe in establishing and holding territory. Another objective of
this study will be creating strategies for policymakers and counterterrorism officials.
These strategies will outline the primary concern in regard to the IS holding territory and
provide recommendations in combatting the threat the IS poses to the world. This
research is necessary because the IS still poses a threat, even after the defeat of the
caliphate. Members of the IS still operate in underground cells in various countries.
Their aims at defeating the West and the forces opposing their ideology presents a grave
threat to national and global security. The caliphate is just one means of spreading their
ideology and destruction. With the defeat of the caliphate in the past, their strategy has
shifted to waging terror attacks against their enemies and the apostates of Islam. The
caliphate under the leadership of the IS is a real cause for concern and focusing on
restricting the reemergence of that territory needs to be a primary focus. Terrorism has
existed for hundreds of years. It will remain a key component of global conflict for years
to come. The IS has proven to be a brutal and strategic force in the world as a terrorist
group. True defeat of the IS may not ever be possible but aiming strategies at limiting
their power and ability to create destruction can prevent future damage to people and
communities over the world.
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Each chapter provides a key element to this research. In this first chapter, the
intentions of this research are made clear. The objectives and questions are laid out to
highlight the topic that will be explored and analyzed in the remaining chapters. Chapter
2, the literature review, focuses on the literature that creates the foundation for this
research. It is broken up into four sections (defining terrorism, religious Islam, the
Islamic State, and the caliphate) to distinctly show where each point of literature fits
within the broader topic examined in this research. Chapter 3 provides a theoretical
discussion to identify key frameworks that can be used to define and analyze terrorism
through. Basic human needs, relative deprivation, fundamentalism, and political realism
are all discussed and defined in relation to terrorism and show strategies that can be used
in policymaking and counterterrorism methods. Chapter 4, methodology, expands on the
methods used in this research. It also indicates why these methods were used and how
they produced the results that answered the questions posed in this study. Chapter 5
shows the results that were found and provided graphs and tables to help simplify the
data. Chapter 6 gives an in-depth analysis of the results found and how it answers the
questions asked. This chapter produces interpretations of the results, implications the
results have (both for practical and empirical application), limitations of this study, and
recommendations for further research and practical application. Chapter 7 concludes this
study by summarizing the results and their relation to previous literature. It also
highlights how this study filled a gap in the literature and gives suggestions to
policymakers and counterterrorism agents.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature surrounding the concept of terrorism and specifically Islamic terrorist
groups is expansive and covers a lot of ground. There are many authors that accomplish
in-depth analyses of terrorist groups and their actions. However, there is also a wide gap
in some specific areas surrounding terrorism that needs to be filled. The Islamic State
(IS) is a very unique terrorist group. What distinguishes this group from other terrorist
groups is that the IS actively holds territory, called the caliphate, and seeks to enforce
Sharia law through the holding of this territory. There are many articles and books that
highlight the distinctions within this specific sect of Islam as well as what the caliphate is
in relation to the IS. Additionally, there are many writers that dig deep into the inner
workings of individuals that belong to and possibly head the IS. However, before
digging into the terrorist group itself, there are a few terms that need to be defined before
moving forward.

Defining Terrorism
Terrorism is one of the most complex and broadly defined concepts in the world
of conflict resolution, policymaking, and global religions. Authors define terrorism for
his or her purposes but typically do not agree with one universal definition. There are
differences between academic definitions of terrorism and governmental definitions.
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Each side uses their definition to support their purpose for existing. Academic writers
utilize a definition that supports their theoretical framework and their analyses of
terrorism in general, in addition to specific terrorist groups. Governments, particularly
governmental agencies, conform to a specific definition of terrorism and clearly denote
who is labeled a terrorist to support their actions as an institution and organization. The
definition I have chosen, one that I will later establish in this paper, is one that will best
fit the goals of this thesis.
Walter Laqueur offers a pre-9/11 definition of terrorism, which is instrumental in
analyzing the differences and similarities in acts of terrorism throughout time. His notion
of what terrorism is shifts over the decades. However, the overall definition and what he
believes “makes up” a terrorist coincides with many academics’ and governmental
agencies’ conceptual definitions of terrorism. Laqueur (1977) mainly focuses on the
motivations of terrorists and the idea that not all terrorism is symbolic; “a campaign of
systematic terror consists of many acts that are not symbolical at all.” This notion of
symbolic terrorism has been contested for quite some time. The 21st century has seen a
rise in the manipulation of terrorism for symbolic purposes (i.e., religion, politics).
However, Laqueur (1977) illustrates that not all acts of terrorism are symbolic in nature.
In addition, he underlines the environment that expresses the possibility or best
conditions for the use of terrorism. He believes that the main function of terrorism is to
promote or enact change in society or a political environment through the use of violence
and fear (Laqueur 1977).
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Laqueur’s later work in 1986 focuses on how global leaders and leading
superpowers define the concept of terrorism. In addition, he highlights how one nation
defines a terrorist may not coincide with another nation’s depiction of who they deem is a
terrorist (Laqueur 1986). He offers an important distinction on the impact of terrorism in
society. Laqueur says “the impact of terrorism is measured not only in the number of
victims… [but] an attempt to destabilize democratic societies and to show that their
governments are impotent” (1986). Terrorism is not only used as a means of taking lives
but to create fear and imbalance in society. Laqueur also makes note of how contested
the concept of terrorism is and that it is easily distinguishable when one sees it, but the
definition is frequently disputed (1986). His most recent work that I have included in this
literature review is from 1996 in which he discusses the limitations that have come from
some definitions of terrorism. This post-Cold War discussion of terrorism is more in tune
with the terrorism that exists in the 21st century. It is neither left- nor right-winged in
nature, per say, but focuses on separating from the current political ideology in power
(Laqueur 1996). Laqueur discusses the modernization of terrorism and the probability of
terrorist groups using weapons of mass destruction (WMD) in future attacks. Laqueur,
like many others, is not convinced that acquiring WMDs is within the scope of many
terrorist groups, specifically because of the difficulty of transporting such weapons
(1996). This is a discussion that many are having surrounding the topic of terrorism and
planning for what the future of terrorist attacks may look like, especially if WMD
become a more serious consideration for terrorist groups.
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Mark Juergensmeyer (2003) understands and defines terrorism through the use of
its root word terrere, which is Latin for “to cause to tremble.” Utilizing this as his base
for his conceptual definition of terrorism (the violent act) and terrorists (the individuals or
groups that employ terrorism for their own purpose), Juergensmeyer further explains that
these concepts are subjective to the viewer and differ depending on the purpose for
categorizing the individual, or group, and the act (2003). Academic writers, in addition
to many others, often struggle with the definition of terrorism and who is deemed a
terrorist because one country’s or person’s terrorist or act of terrorism is another’s
freedom fighter or heroic act of martyrdom. Defining terrorism and labelling terrorists
can pose problems in the legitimatization or delegitimization of groups and individuals.
This complicates the process of uncovering a useful definition in academic writing.
However, this does not allow for the freedom to not utilize a definition for fear of
inaccuracy or divergence in the concept. Juergensmeyer also explores the different
branches of religion that implores violent extremism to drive for changes in a political or
religious climate. He compares how extremism in Judaism looks fairly similar to
extremism in Islam and Christianity. These religious have similar origins as well as
traditions and beliefs about the world and human beings. It is not shocking to discover
that extremists from each religion push for the same changes in society through similar
methods. The singular defining difference between these individuals or groups is that
they believe their religion and change is the highest truth, whereas the others are enemies
fighting on behalf of the devil or society (Juergensmeyer 2003). Within this exploration
of different groups of religious extremism, Juergensmeyer finds parallels that help to
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explain why some religious groups seek violence as a method of enacting change (2003).
He then offers actions one can take (academics, policymakers, etc.) to address the conflict
of terrorism and the conflict that creates the need to resort to that level of violence. The
conflict resolution perspective at the end conveys that solely discussing acts of terrorism
and reasons for why terrorist groups exist is not adequate in solving this global conflict of
violence begetting violence. This final section in Juergensmeyer’s book is helpful for
those that want to discover the next steps for handling terrorism around the globe.
Terrorism may never be entirely eradicated but understanding the first steps to take to
contain it can save lives on both sides of the struggle.
William Cunningham (2004) provides an array of definitions of terrorism from
different sources. Cunningham contrasts definitions from the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) and the Department of Defense (DOD) with definitions from academic
writers and professors (2004). Each organization or individual utilizes their definition for
the purpose of clarifying who they deem a terrorist. This distinction is important,
specifically for governmental agencies like the CIA and DOD. Definitions that come
from these agencies tend to be succinct and to the point; failing to include paramount
concepts that detail reasons for resorting to violence of that nature (Cunningham 2004).
These definitions serve legal and policymaking purposes that allow the CIA, or other
agency, to perform their job under the prospective guidelines. For example, the CIA
defines terrorism as “premeditated, politically motivated violence perpetrated against
noncombatant targets by subnational groups or clandestine agents, usually intended to
influence an audience (Title 22 of the U.S. Code—Section 2656f (d))” (Cunningham
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2004). Contrasting this definition with one from Professor Martha Crenshaw, who
defines terrorism as “the deliberate and systemic use or threat of violence to coerce
changes in political behavior. It involves symbolic acts of violence, intended to
communicate a political message to watching audiences (Crenshaw in Sick, 1990)”
(Cunningham 2004). Both of these definitions are important in creating a broader, yet
more specific, definition of terrorism. They each serve their purpose in the community
they hold importance in. However, they are limiting in their scope and leave out key
concepts in who is considered a terrorist and why one might resort to extreme violence in
society. Cunningham provides his own definition in this chapter, as well as important
elements that an operational definition of terrorism should utilize. Some elements that
one should consider including when defining terrorism are highlighted by Cunningham
through dissecting Crenshaw’s definition: “deliberate and systematic,” “symbolic use or
threat of violence,” and “political behavior” (2004). This creates a structure for
Cunningham’s definition, which is the definition I will utilize in this paper. Cunningham
says
Terrorism is defined as the illegitimate use or threat of violence to further political
objectives. It is illegitimate in that it targets civilians and/or non-combatants and
it is perpetrated by clandestine agents of state and non-state actors in
contravention of the laws of war and criminal statutes. It is symbolic and
premeditated violence whose purpose is to communicate a message to a wider
population than the immediate victims of violence. It is designed to affect this
audience by creating psychological states of fear in order to influence decisionmakers to change policies, practices or systems that are related to the perpetrators’
political objectives. These objectives can be either systemic or sub-systemic and
may be motivated by complex social forces including, but not limited to,
ideology, ethnonationalism or religious extremism (2004).
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With this definition as the foundation for the argument I will present, it is important to
acknowledge that my focus will be on religious extremism as a motivating force for
violence that intends to invoke change.

Islam
The categorization of Islam as religious Islam is necessary because the Islamic
State employs Islam as a religion. Mahmood Mamdani (2004) offers an approach to
looking at Islam through a religious and political lens, which aids in distinguishing
between the two concepts. Throughout his book, Good Muslim, Bad Muslim, Mamdani
ensures that the reader understands there is a distinction between using Islam for political
purposes and using or practicing Islam as a religion. Understanding this distinction is
important in analyzing terrorist groups that use Islam as a cover or reason for their violent
actions they invoke upon society. Mamdani also highlights that post-9/11, the focus has
been geared toward distinguishing those that utilize religious fundamentalism and those
that use political terrorism to create chaos (2004). He defines each concept, religious
fundamentalism and political terrorism, through the concept of culture talk. This notion
is important in examining religious Islam because of the alternate frame it provides.
Mamdani states that “Culture Talk assumes that every culture has a tangible essence that
defines it, and it then explains politics as a consequence of that essence” (2004). After
9/11 occurred, Islam, as a culture, was used to explain the reasoning behind the attack.
Society drew a parallel between terrorism and Islam which then fueled the formation of
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“Islamic terrorism” (Mamdani 2004). This concept then created the qualification for
Islam to be directly associated with terrorist attacks and vice versa (Mamdani 2004).
Religious fundamentalism is another key term that needs to be defined in regard
to Mahmood Mamdani. Fundamentalism is best described as a religious reaction to the
political environment in the 1920s (Mamdani 2004). Applying fundamentalism to the
religion of Islam asserts that this branch of religion has a type of hierarchy and radical
ideals that make it up (Mamdani 2004). This is not to say that Islam can be generalized
as being fundamental in nature. However, there is Islam fundamentalist sects, similar to
the fact that there are Christian fundamentalist sects, etc. Political terrorism is not
identical to religious fundamentalism; the two terms may overlap in some cases, but they
are not interchangeable. Political terrorism neglects to employ religion as a means for
violence and change in society.
Marc Gopin (2000), in his book Between Eden and Armageddon, illustrates
foundational theoretical approaches to religious conflicts through the use of conflict
resolution practices. He uses Islam as a model for examining conflict and terrorism and
additionally looks at the conflict in Israel and Palestine as a case study. These chapters
both examine Islam through a more detailed lens. The most important takeaway from
this book is that there are commonalities in every terrorist group that uses religion to
justify violence. Unless one analyzes the religious values and traditions at play within
these religions and terrorist groups, one will not be able to fully grasp the building blocks
religious terrorism is built upon. Similar to Cunningham, Mamdani, and Juergensmeyer,
Gopin provides detailed chapters on conflict resolution and conflict preventative
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measures to take when approaching religious groups that use terrorism as a means for
change. Although Gopin highlights the three major monotheistic religions throughout the
text, he widely focuses on Judaism as a religion used by terrorist groups. Many of the
theoretical approaches he details can be easily applied to Judaism, Christianity, and Islam
because of their most basic similarities. However, he neglects to dig deeper into Islam
and Christianity, which prohibits one from being able to distinguish the best practices for
conflict resolution in either due to the specificities that amass to great importance in
averting and diminishing conflict.
Juergensmeyer (2003) poses a three-part question surrounding the nature of Islam
and its relation to violence. He asks, “why have…religious conviction, hatred of secular
society, and the demonstration of power through acts of violence—so frequently
coalesced in recent Islamic movements?” (Juergensmeyer 2003). These three beliefs are
very present in the actions and traditions that the IS founds itself on. They fully believe
in true devotion to Islam and the cause, claim the West is their enemy (for their
modernization and secularization of state), and frequently use violence to promote their
beliefs and bring about change. Further in his book, Juergensmeyer analyzes the
justifications for violence that occur in religious Islam. He defines some terms that are
commonly used in Islam such as jihad, which is defined as “holy war,” and dar al harb,
which means “world of conflict” (Juergensmeyer 2003). The most salient of the two
concepts is jihad. The IS practices a form of Islam that is commonly called jihadist
Islam. This form of Islam promotes the use of violence for a just cause, or a just war.
The IS believes its purpose and claims are reason enough for using violence on its
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enemies and, at present, civilians. Although there are many justifications in Islam for not
using violence and seeking peace, the IS has created a reinterpretation that allows for the
use of violence and even promotes it for the destruction of apostates and enemies (Hassan
2016).
In addition to the academic understandings of religion, specifically religious
Islam, there is another view that needs to be addressed. This view offers background on
the religion that the IS practices and focuses many of its ideals around. Two concepts
that need to be defined are Wahhabi Islam and Salafi Islam. When attempting to
understand the IS through a religious lens, it is hard to distinguish which sect of Islam
they more closely follow, Wahhabism or Salafism. Through reading multiple sources,
the distinction has not been made easier. Many sources claim they practice Salafism,
while others claim they practice Wahhabism. However, there was one article (“The
Sectarianism of the Islamic State: Ideological Roots and Political Context” by Hassan
Hassan) that claimed the IS practices a hybrid Islam that employs practices from both
Wahhabism and Salafism. After reading and finding no true consensus among authors, I
will be viewing and analyzing the IS through this hybrid form of Islam.
Wahhabi Islam originated from Ibn Abd al-Wahhab during the 18th century
(Stanley 2005). Moderate Islamists ignored his teachings while others looking for a more
personalized sect of Islam latched to his viewpoints. The main beliefs that make up
Wahhabism are a focus on jihad, condemning polytheism (shirk), and that the decline of
the Muslim empire was due to foreigners and a focus on modernization (Stanley 2005).
Salafi Islam originated from three individuals, Muhammad Abduh, Jamal al-Din al-
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Afghani, and Rashid Rida through a movement at al-Azhar University during the 19th
century (Stanley 2005). This branch of Islam is similar to Wahhabism in many ways, but
it is the differences that truly characterize these sects. The main difference is that
Salafism hopes to harness globalization around the world to benefit and bring about a
“Golden Age of Islam” (Stanley 2005). Salafis wanted to “modernize” Islam and create a
sect of the religion that would embrace change and modernization, instead of rebuking
and condemning it. Stanley (2005) notes that each branch had their divisions and reasons
for existing separately, but they both sought after a fundamentalist interpretation of Islam
that focused on a more literal reading of the Quran.

The Islamic State
Due to the focus on al-Qaeda and the Taliban pre- and post-9/11, most
information on the Islamic State is from the past fifteen years. Most governments around
the world were putting all their effort into ensuring another terrorist attack like 9/11 did
not happen again and the perpetrators behind the attack were caught and/or killed. The
globe was looking towards the future of Islamic terrorism and attempting to control and
eradicate the possibility for splinter groups growing in power. However, this attempt was
unsuccessful, and the Islamic State was born from al-Qaeda. The original leader was
Abu Omar al-Baghdadi, appointed by the creator of the Islamic State, Abu Ayyub alMasri, who led al-Qaeda after the previous leader was killed in an attack (ISIS Fast Facts
2019). Abu Omar al-Baghdadi was also killed in an attack and Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi led
the IS from 2010 until his death in October 2019 (ISIS Fast Facts 2019). Al-Baghdadi
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led the IS through its most prominent years to date, with its greatest global presence
during 2015. Prior to al-Baghdadi’s death, the IS saw a massive decline in its capabilities
as a terrorist group and in regard to holding territory, the caliphate. The IS may not be
functioning as well as it has in the past, but the terrorist group is still alive and well,
attempting to recruit new members and create a bigger presence around the world.
Graeme Wood offers insight into the world of the Islamic State and their strategy
as a religious extremist group. His article in The Atlantic was written during the height of
their existence, 2015, and seeks to form a solution for stopping the Islamic State. Wood
asks some important questions when analyzing the group’s actions and intentions that
some, including myself, are still attempting to answer. The opening sentence of his
article presents the most important question in regard to combatting terrorism and the IS:
“Where did it come from, and what are its intentions?” (Wood 2015). The second half of
this question is what many analysts and officials are striving to uncover. Wood digs into
the history of the IS and tries to understand what draws in so many recruits from all over
the globe. The IS has no problem marketing themselves to the world outside their
territory and frequently makes videos for the sole purpose of recruiting Westerners and
others. Wood also illustrates two key reasons why the Islamic State still maintains a
presence as a violent actor in the world and more specifically, the Middle East. First, the
West is under the impression that the religious traditions the IS follows are monolithic in
nature and they are strictly a splinter group from al-Qaeda (Wood 2015). Even though
the IS originated from leaders in al-Qaeda, the doctrine they follow is very different from
the doctrine al-Qaeda followed under Osama bin Laden. Second, the West does not fully
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understand the “medieval” traditions that are found in Islam (Wood 2015). These
traditions are fundamental to the IS and reinforce the notion that they are intended to
bring about the apocalypse through the use of violence and wiping out their enemies. In
learning about Islam and the sect of Islam the IS follows, one can begin to scratch the
surface of the purpose the IS believes it is serving in the world.
Not all academic writers believe that the Islamic State should be viewed through
the lens of religion. Musa al-Gharbi does not believe the main focus of the IS is religion
and pursuing a fully Islamic state. He writes that although he does not believe the IS is
“un-Islamic,” al-Gharbi thinks that focusing on religious views of the IS is misleading
(n.d.). This distracts from the other reasons why the group operates and why individuals
join the Islamic State. In addition, al-Gharbi focuses on the other aims of the IS as a
terrorist group. He believes they focus on controlling places that are suffering from
economic disparity created by governments that are misusing countries’ areas of wealth
(al-Gharbi n.d.). He offers a different, but equally important, viewpoint on the IS. It is
important to make note that even though the IS can be categorized as an Islamic extremist
terrorist group, they also have other reasons for existing as a group. Some of these
reasons are just as influential because they fund the group’s movements and allow it to
continue its agenda in bringing about a violent change.

The Caliphate
One of the key differences between the Islamic State and other terrorist groups is
that they utilize territory to enforce their beliefs and purpose. Other religious extremist
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groups have held territory to create safety and community amongst the members in their
group. Juergensmeyer (2003) highlights how many Christian Identity groups also held
territory but not in the expansive sense that the Islamic State held territory. Christian
Identity would build large compounds and exist as an independent “government” because
they believed the United States should create a country that merged religion and state
versus separation of church and state (Juergensmeyer 2003). This is a fundamental
reason for the existence of the caliphate in the Islamic State. The IS fully believes that
creating and holding territory will not only promote their cause but will also bring about
the apocalypse. This notion is similar to a prominent reason that the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict still exists today. Each side holds Jerusalem, as well as many other important
cities and sites, as a key city in its religious traditions and history as a nation. Neither
side is willing to give up their religious and historical landmarks, nor are they willing to
give full, or even partial, claim to their territory to the other side. Through the Islamic
State and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, it is evident that territory is important to many
groups. Additionally, it is even more paramount when understood through religious
traditions.
The territory the IS holds is known as the caliphate and is headed by a caliph that
enforces Sharia law. The caliphate has existed for far longer than the IS has been an
organized group. After Muhammad’s death in the seventh century, his followers split
into two groups, now known as Sunni Islam and Shi’a Islam. Those that believed
Muhammad did not leave specific instructions for his successors, Sunni Islamists,
appointed the first caliphs (Chitwood 2019). These caliphs served as ruling leaders that
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maintained the caliphate and enforced Sharia law after the death of Muhammad
(Chitwood 2019). Their empire reigned for several decades and enforced the teachings of
Muhammad. The caliphate continued to exist, however, others sought out power ruling
over the territory. It was officially abolished in 1924 by Turkish forces and ceased to
exist until the 21st century (Chitwood 2019). This abolishment served as a severance
between religion and state and many took this action as necessary (Mamdani 2004). This
action created a change in leadership and who should rule a state. Muhammad Iqbal, an
individual in favor of the abolishment of the caliphate, called for the democratization and
modernization of the law and leading powers (Mamdani 2004). This shows that the IS is
heavily founded on traditions and teachings from the seventh century and reinterprets the
use of territory for their purposes in the modern world. Ken Chitwood’s article serves as
the foundation for this paper. At the end of his article, he made a claim that “this
prophetic lineage is one more way IS is trying to resurrect the history of the caliphate for
its destructive purposes” (Chitwood 2019). The prophetic lineage he mentions is that of
Abu Ibrahim al-Hashimi al-Qurashi, the latest caliph of the Islamic State. This statement
that establishes the IS seeks to fulfill its destructive purpose through the use of territory
and an ancient lineage that draws back to Muhammad leaves a big gap that needs to be
addressed. The focus will be on the use of territory to attain change through violence and
how the IS makes territorial claims in the Middle East. The question I hope to answer
and address is how does the caliphate, using its historical basis for existing, aid the IS in
fulfilling its destructive purpose and what are some methods for combatting this threat it
poses?
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An additional article written by Martin Chulov provides key information about
the origins of the caliphate and the basis for why it exists today. Chulov focuses on the
21st century reinterpretation of the caliphate, by the Islamic State, and the decline in
territory that has occurred, specifically over the last four years (2019). The height of the
IS’s control over territory was in 2015 and since then, it has been on a rapid decline.
Most of their territory lies in Syria, while some spilled over into Iraq. Chulov states in
his article that the only known Islamic State held territory is Baghuz, located right on the
border of Iraq and Syria (2019). However, this was noted in March 2019 and before
Baghdadi’s death. Due to a change in leadership and time to organize recruits and
members, the IS may have acquired more territory over the past months. Chulov notes
that taking away territory is key in the attempt to defeat the Islamic State (2019). Even
without territory, the IS still exists as a group. However, they are not organized and
centralized in one area; many individuals have scattered across the globe awaiting further
instructions. Limiting the IS’s access to controlled territory is a key strategy in the fight
against terrorism. There are many steps that need to follow after IS members have been
dispersed to keep the group from growing again. Ken Chulov also addresses the
additional issues that should be taken into account when attempting to defeat this group.
The top two issues he mentions are political and economic issues, both for the IS and for
the communities and states that have been taken over by the Islamic State (Chulov 2019).
Advanced measures need to be taken when attempting to control or eradicate this
religious extremist group.
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Some of these news articles and academic journals will be used throughout the
methodology section, as well. Due to the height of the IS occurring about five years ago,
most information on this group is from major news articles. In addition, the academic
information regarding fundamentalism in religion does not include the IS as a major
actor. However, most of the information written about other Islamic terrorist groups (i.e.,
the Taliban, al-Qaeda) can be applied to the IS, chiefly because the Islamic State
originated from al-Qaeda. These articles and journals serve a dual purpose in this paper.
They offer key viewpoints and concepts that serve as a foundation for analyzing the
Islamic State. Additionally, they provide categories through which the IS is seen that I
will address in my methodology section.
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CHAPTER THREE: THEORETICAL DISCUSSION

This chapter will discuss theories of conflict resolution that will serve as a frame to
analyze terrorism through. Each theory provides a different perspective in which to
analyze the concept of terrorism which leads to a multitude of approaches to combatting
terrorism in the world. The following theories I will explore are basic human needs,
relative deprivation, fundamentalism, and political realism. Considering a wide variety
of theories that do not necessarily overlap in views is important for viewing terrorism
through the broadest and most detailed lens possible to obtain the clearest picture. The
hope is to define terrorism through each theory and then approach steps one would take
using each framework to address terrorism. Each framework will provide its own
guidelines for combatting and attempting to solve terrorism and terrorist groups. No
singular theoretical framework will provide the sole solution for ending terrorism.
Rather, a combination of approaches from each theory will help to provide the necessary
information to begin to prevent terrorism from a more realistic standpoint.

Basic Human Needs & Relative Deprivation
The theory of basic human needs in relation to terrorism is discussed by Dennis
J.D. Sandole in the book Terrorism: Concepts, Causes, and Conflict Resolution (2004).
He uses a definition by John Burton (1997) that says basic human needs are
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“endosomatic imperatives that all humans have” (Cunningham et al. 2004). These
imperatives differ person to person and culture to culture, depending on what is deemed
important at that time and place. In addition, Sandole writes that identity, recognition,
and security (Burton 1997) will always be sought after as basic human needs, even if that
means threatening a person’s wellbeing or safety (Cunningham et al. 2004). There are
certain needs that people will go to extreme lengths to protect and ensure they are
receiving them, even if that means putting one’s life on the line. A violation of any of
these fundamental basic human needs creates deprivation and a need to fill that gap.
Some individuals resort to violence in order to obtain and have those needs met. This is
where terrorism comes into play. Those that are desperate enough to employ violence to
have their needs met may resort to extreme measures, such as acts of terrorism.
There is sometimes a gap that exists between what one believes they should be
receiving in life and society and what they are actually receiving. This gap is called
relative deprivation and it is felt strongly in communities that have very limited access to
resources (Gurr 1970). When this gap grows, and it is felt by a group, sometimes
violence is used in order to obtain those needs not being met. Sandole says those that are
being continuously exploited and marginalized tend to feel frustration towards society
(Cunningham et al. 2004). The greater the frustration and the less that is done to combat
their needs not being met, the higher the probability will be that they resort to conflict to
fulfill having those needs met (Cunningham et al. 2004). This can lead to group
mobilization, which in some cases is a powerful and positive event that changes society
to meet the group’s needs. However, group mobilization can turn violent and lead to
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more conflict and even civil wars. Groups may rise up against the government and
society and use violence as a means for change. For example, Sandole provides “the
West in general” as a target of terrorist attacks (Cunningham et al. 2004). The West is a
target, using the theory of basic human needs and relative deprivation, because they have
amassed great wealth and resources. Those that perceive the West as an enemy are
frustrated because they see that the West is receiving more than them, and they believe
they are deserving of receiving that amount as well. The gap is felt by the community, or
a specific group, and they mobilize in order to create change. Sometimes the change is
not the only intended purpose for mobilizing. There can be a desire to create chaos and
inflict harm on another country or group of people. Using these two frameworks is
important in understanding the complex nature of the underlying conditions that gives
rise to the behaviors of terrorism and actions of terrorist groups.

Fundamentalism
As discussed in the previous chapter, fundamentalism is a framework to analyze
terrorism. Not all believe that terrorism should be viewed through a fundamentalist
perspective, nor do all believe that religious extremist groups that use terror tactics
prescribe to fundamental beliefs. Gopin (2000) uses Judaism, Islam, and Christianity to
describe fundamentalist beliefs and traditions. He does not provide a true definition but
writes that most religious fundamentalists do not seek violence as their go-to answer
(Gopin 2000). However, the world sees fundamentalists as violence-seekers and bloodshedders because the media grabs on to the fundamentalist groups that do invoke
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violence (Gopin 2000). One way of combatting this issue is restructuring the way society
portrays fundamentalist interpretations of religion and not focusing on the few groups
that act violently. Gopin states that “humanizing the Other” is one of the most important
steps in conflict resolution involving terrorist groups and conflict embedded in religion
(2000). There has been backlash from society towards fundamentalist groups due to their
rewriting of texts and reinterpretations to meet their beliefs (Gopin 2000). The main
problem with the reinterpretations is that there has been an unwillingness from these
fundamentalists to believe change and modernity is beneficial (Gopin 2000). Conflict
resolution practices that involve fundamentalists need to examine the reason they follow
the practices they do and make note that asking the group to change may create backlash.
Mamdani offers his perspective on fundamentalism in religion and conflict and
says that many tend to associate it with political terrorism (2004). This association tends
to incorrectly place religious groups that practice fundamentalist religions in the same
category as those that use religion to justify violence and chaos. Mamdani states,
“’Fundamentalism’ as a religious phenomenon has to be distinguished from those
political developments that are best described as political Christianity and political Islam”
(2004). This distinction needs to be made because religion should not be placed in the
same category as politics. Mamdani expands on this further and says that
fundamentalism is more similar to culture movements, or in his case “countercultural”
movements, than political movements (2004). Understanding fundamentalism in its
relation to other concepts can help one appropriately respond to groups that follow
fundamentalist religions and use it to justify their violent actions. Additionally, placing
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all religious extremist groups in the same category does a disservice to those trying to
understand the views and beliefs of these groups in attempting to combat terrorism. Not
all groups that practice a fundamentalist interpretation of religion also engage in terrorism
and vice versa. Categories can be made in some instances but understanding the category
fully is key to not making assumptions and providing false information that further
dissolves the hopes of resolving the conflict at hand.
R. Scott Moore looks at fundamentalism through the lens of terrorist group al
Qaeda (Cunningham et al. 2004). He also makes note of some of the practices in Islamic
fundamentalism that some extremist religious groups have utilized as a foundation for
their actions and existence. Moore does not fully examine fundamentalism as a concept
but makes note of some of the destructive actions that can occur when terrorist groups
follow a fundamentalist reinterpretation of a religion (Cunningham et al. 2004). For
example, Islamic extremism, followed by al Qaeda and the IS, seeks to eradicate the
West and their ideals. Within this eradication, Islamic terrorist groups also seek to
destroy Israel and take back that territory, ruling under Islam (Cunningham et al. 2004).
Destruction of an entire nation and its people would be devastating and create mass chaos
around the world. Preventing attacks like this need to be of paramount importance to
policymakers and government officials. Moore believes that military power can serve a
purpose, if utilized in an appropriate manner and for an allotted time (Cunningham et al.
2004). Military power should not be a long-term solution, but it should be followed by
conflict resolution initiatives and practices to combat the deeper conflicts that exist.
When governments and militaries approach the conflict created by terrorism, there needs
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to be a limit to the use of categorizing language such as “good” and “evil” or “us versus
them” (Cunningham et al. 2004). The use of language like this will only further divide
the groups in conflict and interrupt any hopes of eliminating terrorism. Care needs to be
taken, in addition to vast amounts of research, in order to find the best combination of
steps to take in the worldwide goal of combatting terrorism and terrorist groups.

Political Realism (Realpolitik)
Reinhold Niebuhr used the lens of realism to view the world through
(Juergensmeyer 2003). He believed that morality was not enough to battle the social
injustices that existed in society and commended the use of just war to combat these
injustices (Juergensmeyer 2003). Niebuhr argues that pacifism can do more harm than
good in some circumstances, mainly when social injustices are perpetuated by higher
powers, such as government officials (Juergensmeyer 2003). There are many concepts
and beliefs in many religions that call for peace in moments of conflict. However, there
are many examples throughout religious texts that demonstrate the use of violence in
conflicts. Some use those examples as primary justifications for the use of violence for
the greater cause. Realism asserts that power, distinctively political power, is the primary
motivation behind actions in order to pursue self-interests. Niebuhr uses the framework
of realism to sustain that the use of violence is necessary if it prevents a greater violence
or conflict (Juergensmeyer 2003). Many religious extremists make use of this theory to
promote their acts of violence in society. If they can prevent a larger violence, then their
actions are justified, and it would be a sin to not carry out the act. However, the scale of
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the violence that is prevented is open to interpretation and some may not see the act of
violence warranted. This is a critical problem within the framework of realism and using
it to legitimize the use of violence; not everyone will agree to the terms of the warrant.
Dennis J.D. Sandole offers his perspective on political realism, as well. He
presents a concern that many governments respond to terrorism solely through the lens of
realpolitik (Cunningham et al. 2004). Approaching conflict resolutions through the
framework of political realism is not the problem, it is relying on a singular approach to
combat terrorism. This framework relies heavily on a military approach and by now, the
world should understand that military action only works for a short period of time.
Sandole explains how the world’s response to terrorism needs to change by comparing
our response to putting out a fire (Cunningham et al. 2004). He says "hence, our initial
response to a fire is not to try to figure it out, but to stop it! The problem is, however,
once the fire is put out, the original combustible materials may still be present, which
means that, under certain conditions, there could be another fire” (Cunningham et al.
2004). Our first response needs to be to stop the terrorist groups from performing
anymore attacks; prevent more violence and damage to society. Once we have performed
that task, the next step needs to be analyzing the situation and looking for a long-term
solution. Sandole provides a helpful chart that outlines three pillars to use when
addressing conflict (Cunningham et al. 2004). Each pillar addresses a different facet
involved in conflict resolution. It allows one to deconstruct the conflict and form the best
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Table 3.1: 3 Pillar Comprehensive Mapping of Conflict and Conflict Resolution
Pillar 2

Pillar 1

Pillar 3

Conflict Causes and
Conditions

Conflict (Latent [Pre-MCP]
MCP/AMCP)

Conflict Intervention

Individual

Parties

3rd Party Objectives

Societal International

Issues
Objectives

Global/Ecological

Means

Conflict Prevention
[=Preventive Diplomacy]

Conflict-handing Orientations
Conflict Environments

Conflict Management
[=Peacekeeping}
Conflict Settlement
[=Peacemaking (coercive)]
Conflict Resolution
[=Peacemaking (noncoercive)]
Conflict Transformation
[=Peacebuilding]
3rd-Party Approaches
Competitive and/or
Cooperative Processes
Negative and/or Positive Peace
Orientations
Track-1 and/or Track-2 Actors
and Processes
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while also looking at potential shock to the community that is directly affected by the
conflict (Cunningham et al. 2004). This approach can be useful after deploying military
troops to first address the conflict.
Sascha Sheehan provides an additional view on political realism and its relation to
terrorism. Similar to Sandole, Sheehan believes using political realism as a strategy for
responding to terrorism is outdated and possibly ineffective (Cunningham et al. 2004).
However, he believes that if a political realism framework is used alongside a basic
human needs framework, they will better counter terrorism in the world (Cunningham et
al. 2004). This dual-faceted framework will do more to provide guidance and effective
steps in combatting global terrorism. However, I think adding additional frameworks can
also provide an even more effective strategy. Sheehan provides a definition that says, “a
basic tenet of political realism is that conflict is inevitable and deeply rooted in man’s
intrinsically ‘flawed’ human nature…political realists believe that no amount of need
fulfillment will result in the end of conflict” (Cunningham et al. 2004). Political realism
sees that conflict is inevitable and creating conflict in society is a part of human nature;
there will always be a desire and need to fight even when all the basic needs are being
met. There is a problem when using this singular framework to analyze terrorist attacks.
Political realism would say that terror attacks occur because terrorist groups have an
innate desire to inflict harm and destruction upon society. There is some truth to this
statement, but there is more beneath the surface than creating chaos for the sake of chaos.
If using political realism to analyze terrorism and terrorist attacks, one must also include
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(an) additional framework(s) to avoid limiting approaches and strategies to combatting
global terrorism.
Each of these frameworks provide possible strategies for analyzing and
countering terrorism around the world. Utilizing all four frames can provide the most
comprehensive approach to terrorist groups. However, each terrorist group must be
analyzed independently before choosing the next best steps. For some terrorist groups,
military power may be the most viable solution. Whereas with other terrorist groups,
military power may create more conflict and do more harm than good. These
frameworks examine terrorism through a specific lens and yield the most appropriate
solutions following the analysis. Terrorism is a complex issue facing the world and no
singular solution or framework will completely eradicate those that use violence as a
means to an end.
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CHAPTER FOUR: METHODOLOGY

Terrorism is a complex concept to define and choosing the best methodology for
examining the effects of terrorism in the world is just as complex. The topic I researched
was how terrorist groups utilize territory to achieve their purpose. Specifically, I looked
at how the Islamic State uses the concept of a territorial caliphate to further its destructive
purposes. I used the history of the caliphate in order to understand the use of territory in
religious Islam and to predict the future use of territory by the Islamic State. The
questions I asked throughout this research process were how does the use of territory by
the Islamic State help fulfill their destructive purposes? Does defeating/destroying the
caliphate eliminate the threat that the Islamic State poses (and vice versa)? Is there a
best lens to use in viewing/understanding the Islamic State’s goals through the
establishment of the caliphate (religious, political, economic)? If the caliphate is a cause
for concern, why? If the caliphate is not a cause for concern, what element of the Islamic
State is more threatening? What strategies can be used to combat the IS and restrict its
ability to reemerge as a more threatening terrorist group? These questions guided my
analysis and allowed me to focus on the complex ways claiming territory can produce
violence and destruction in society. The Islamic State is not unique in their desire to
create a community through territorial claims, but they are unique in their longing for a
fully Islamic society utilized for the enforcement of Sharia law.
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In order to fully examine these research questions, I needed multiple types of data
to gain an in-depth analysis of the use of territory and the destruction the IS produces in
the world in general. After looking at the multitude of methods in gathering data, I
realized a mixed-methods approach gave me the most comprehensive data in examining
the Islamic State. I used both qualitative and quantitative data in my research. My
primary data came from qualitative coding, which was further backed up by quantitative
data from multiple sources. Due to time constraints and an ongoing pandemic, secondary
data was the most efficient way of collecting data. In addition, examining a terrorist
group presented a challenge to gathering primary data because of the security risks and
the probability of vague answers/data. Gathering data through secondary sources was
extremely beneficial and allowed me to gain descriptive information without having to
directly interact with the group I researched.
For my qualitative data, I looked at multiple news articles that looked at the IS
and the caliphate. I chose news articles through two separate searches. The first search
was a simple Google search using the words “Islamic State” and “Islamic State and the
caliphate.” Through both of these searches I looked in the “all” results section and the
“news” results section. I selected 25 articles from both of these Google searches
randomly from the first eight pages, ensuring that the Islamic State was mentioned in
every article before selecting it. To add additional news articles to my data pile, I
searched LexisNexis, now Lexis Uni, through the George Mason University library
research database collection. I searched for “Islamic State and the caliphate” and chose
the first 40 articles that appeared in the results. I specified the date range to include
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results only from 2000 to 2020. Most of the articles were written in 2014 and 2015, so I
changed the date range for the last five articles to include articles only between 2016 and
2020. This allowed me to have a variety of sources from a variety of years. In addition
to changing the date range, I also skipped over articles that were repeated in the results
section. I then looked through all 65 of the articles I selected from both the Google and
Lexis Uni search and removed five of the articles due to having selected them more than
once. At the end, I had 60 articles in total that I used in the coding process.
Prior to selecting articles from Lexis Uni, I categorized the articles I found
through the Google search based on the type of news source. This allowed me to visually
analyze the type of sources I was using in my analysis of the Islamic State and their use
of territory. These preliminary, and ultimately impractical, categories were as follows,
Academic sources, American-centric/military sources, Major US news sources, Global
news sources, MENA (Middle East Northern Africa) region sources, Secondary news
sources, and Research groups/think-tanks sources. Most of my sources from the Google
search were placed in the Major US news sources, a total of six out of twenty-five
articles. This was reasonable because Google searches used my location in order to find
resources that were the most relevant to my search. However, this posed problems
because US news sources have a bias and I needed to select a wide variety of sources in
an attempt to combat this bias. This led me to Lexis Uni, where I gathered the majority
of my articles. Fortunately, Lexis Uni provided a wide variety of news articles from
news sources all over the world (see Figure 4.1). The two most frequently used news
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News Source Title

News Sources
The Straits Times
Daily Independent
Defence Journal
Telegraph
Associated Press
Yerepouni Daily
Mail Online
International Business Times
Postmedia Breaking News
Atlas Shrugs
CQ Congressional Testimony
The Australian
ValueWalk
Mirror
Jerusalem
Financial Buzz
Country Watch
The Times
Eurasia Review
Digital Journal
Carnegie Endowment
CE Noticias Financieras
The Atlantic
The Irish Times
The Conversation
Brookings
The Guardian
BBC
Washington Post
CNN
Fox
Department of Defense
Leland Stanford Junior University
Christian Science Monitor
Wired
The Africa Report
ABC
War on the Rocks
Voice of America
Stars and Stripes
Middle East Policy Council
University of Birmingham
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sources were Eurasia Review and The Washington Post. The use of multiple news
sources provided a less biased viewpoint on the IS and their use of territory.
Once I gathered all my documents, I read each article and highlighted key details
regarding the IS, use of territory, mentions of the caliphate, use of violence, and
destructive actions. My main goal was to discover what the article was about, how the
author framed the IS, and what caused the most destruction (i.e., use of territory,
economic goals). The first time I read the articles, I looked to see if the caliphate was
mentioned. There were only four articles that did not mention the caliphate which were
found during the first Google search using only the words “Islamic State.” Some of these
articles neglected to mention the caliphate in relation to the IS and focused on another
framing of the terrorist group. I highlighted the four articles that did not mention the
caliphate and read all of the articles a second time. The second reading of the articles
was used to identify whether the caliphate was a primary concern. This was analyzed
through the use of language surrounding the term “caliphate” or “territory.” There were
sixteen articles that did not identify the use and physical holding of territory by the IS as
the primary concern in relation to regional and international security. These articles
either directly said the caliphate is not the concern or identified another cause for
concern. Each article was then highlighted according to whether the concern was the
caliphate, or the concern was not the caliphate. There were two initial categories each
article was placed into: was the caliphate mentioned and is the caliphate a concern?
Those that mentioned the caliphate and were concerned with the use of territory by the IS
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were placed in a stack while those that were not concerned with the use of territory were
placed in another stack. I made two groups of possible categories to place each article
into. The first group of categories were either pro or anti caliphate (in terms of whether
or not it’s needed to perpetuate destructive ideals); more violence; religious; statebuilding; caliphate fully defeated (citing US sources in regard to military achievements);
future-oriented; historical; and caliph-focused. Some of these categories were further
used in the second creation of categories, but most were removed after having fully read
each article. A second group of categories was made which included economic use of the
caliphate, political use of the caliphate, violent use of the caliphate, religious use of the
caliphate, and caliph is more important (territory is “irrelevant” to the ideological
purposes of the IS). These categories provided a more accurate depiction of each article’s
purpose in writing about the IS and the caliphate.
The final categories that were chosen after fully analyzing each article were
broken down into two main categories: yes, the caliphate is a concern and no, the
caliphate is not a concern. Within the first category, yes, there were three subcategories
which looked at why the caliphate causes a concern. These subcategories were
ideological, economic, and physically holding territory. The ideological category was
focused on how the concern of the caliphate is based on the Islamic State’s ideology and
perpetuation of the ideology across the territory it occupies. The economic category had
articles that were focused on the concern of the caliphate being associated with economic
success for the Islamic State. Finally, the physically holding territory category was
concerned with the IS obtaining territory and creating destruction through the use of that
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land. The second category, no, was also broken down into further subcategories which
included caliph/leader, future fighters/splinter-groups, and ideology. These articles all
were primarily concerned with other aspects of the IS that posed bigger security risks and
created more destruction than the caliphate. Some articles believed the caliph created
more destruction, while others believed the future fighters and splinter-groups from IS
were a greater threat to the world. Ideology also appears in the no category because some
authors believed the Islamic State’s ideology itself was of far greater concern than any
procurement of territory and the influence of their ideology over that territory. The initial
categories that were created were changed multiple times after analyzing and reading
each article. Some categories did not align with the focus of the articles and had to be
removed. In addition, categories had to be altered in order to fit more articles because
some categories only had one article that fit. The final categories reflect the researchers
best fit to a category set.
Alongside the qualitative data outlined above, I used quantitative data from a few
sources to add depth to the data I found through qualitative coding. The process for
obtaining this quantitative data was straightforward and it was only used as an addition to
the data from coding, not as a primary data source. The quantitative data that was
collected was also secondary data from other sources. I used data from the Uppsala
Conflict Data Program (UCDP), CNN, and Leland Stanford Junior University (LSJU).
The reason these three different sources were used for data collection was because they
all had solid data that spanned over multiple years and they each provided a different
perspective for analyzing data. UCDP is a data program that has a vast number of actors,
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conflicts, and countries all involved in a form of violence (state-based, non-state, onesided, and total) (Uppsala Conflict Data Program n.d.). In addition, it is a part of the
Department of Peace and Conflict Research at Uppsala University located in Sweden. It
provides data from a conflict-prevention lens and aids in showing the amount of violence
that occurs at the global level. CNN is a major news source in the US and provided the
most up-to-date information regarding violence initiated by the Islamic State. LSJU is
another university, however, it is located in the US and is not a part of a larger data
program.
The first source I obtained data from was the UCDP. I searched “Islamic State”
and selected it under the “Actor” heading. The data program provided numbers that
coincided with deaths due to different types of violence and an overview of the actor at
the bottom. In addition, UCDP also provided a world map that highlighted all the
locations the IS was an actor involved in various forms of violence and the total number
of deaths due to violence. I looked at data from every year I had an article for (2005,
2010, 2013-2020) and wrote down the total number of deaths caused by the IS for that
year. The only year I did not find data was from 2020. Additionally, the year 2019
appeared to have only partial data due to the total number of deaths being much lower
than the other years, aside from 2005-2013. However, the IS was “officially defeated” in
2019 (declared 23 March 2019) and the data provided from UCDP may be accurate
(Uppsala Conflict Data Program n.d.). The data from CNN was obtained through an “IS
Fast Facts” article showing the key events throughout the history of the Islamic State.
Similar to the data collection from UCDP, I gathered data from the years 2005, 2010, and
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2013-2020. CNN did not report any numerical data for the years 2005, 2010, 2013, and
2020. The data gathered included numbers from kidnappings, casualties, and displaced
persons. Some major events reported in the Fast Facts article did not have numerical data
and was ignored. The major events that included numbers for Islamic State-caused
deaths, wounded, kidnapped, and displaced persons were taken into account and added
together to create a total for each year. This total was calculated through numbers given
by CNN, in which I added together to condense the data. Given the specific
categorization of major events, not all deaths, wounded, kidnapped, and displaced were
reported on the CNN Fast Facts article. Data gathered from LSJU was collected in a
similar fashion to the data collected from CNN. LSJU reported major attacks by the IS
and gave quantitative data on those that were killed and wounded from those attacks.
Once again, the specificity of major attacks did not allow for an all-inclusive list of
deaths caused by the Islamic State. Data was collected from the years 2005, 2010, and
2013-2020. The year 2020 did not have any data reported and the data from 2019 was
limited. In addition to data from major attacks, LSJU also included data for “size
estimates of IS” (Mapping Militant Organizations 2019). I also pulled data from the
years that aligned with the years from the articles and other data sources. The years
2010, 2013, 2015, and 2020 did not have any data reported in addition to 2019 only
having data through the month of June. All of this data was written down and then
consolidated into tables on an Excel sheet.
In addition to the previously mentioned data sets created through coding and data
analysis, there were several other data sets created for the use of comparative analysis
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amongst variables. News sources, as shown in Figure 4.1, were a variable as well as the
year the article was written. The months were also considered as an additional time
variable because of the complex history of the Islamic State. Throughout the years, there
have been many changes to the structure and name of the IS and using the month as a
variable helped with seeing which events were the most documented around the time they
occurred. I also looked at key historical moments in the group’s history and analyzed
when the articles were written in relation to the events. Some of the questions I asked
when looking at these key events and periods were how do these periods highlight the
importance of the caliphate? Why is the caliphate needed? How does the discussion of
the caliphate change over the years? Is there direct or indirect concern about the
caliphate? These questions helped guide how I looked at the different events in relation
to time and news source. In addition, throughout the process of reading and analyzing
the news articles, I looked for frequently used phrases or words that the author associated
with the caliphate or the Islamic State. Some examples of the phrases that were found are
the caliphate is equated to a nightmare come true, the caliphate is equated to an Islamic
utopia, the caliphate is equated to medieval, and the caliphate is equated to a proto-state.
These phrases and words helped with creating categories to place the articles in and gave
deeper meaning to why the caliphate poses such a great threat.
This mixed-methods approach provided so much data that really gave a detailed
view of how the IS uses territory for their destructive purposes as well as showing what
kinds of violence are enforced by this group. The qualitative data supplied information
regarding why the caliphate can pose such a great danger to the world, if the caliphate is a
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concern. If the caliphate, or territory under the rule of the IS, was not a primary concern
in regard to regional and international security, the coding process also showed what the
bigger threat was, coming from the Islamic State. The quantitative data then provided
supplemental data on the number of casualties, kidnappings, and displacements of
persons that are created by the IS and the specific years the violence is the greatest. Both
of these types of data were necessary to show the bigger picture and support each claim
the data showed. For example, surveys would not have been an acceptable choice in
collecting data for multiple reasons. COVID-19 presented an obstacle in using methods
that involved human responses. In addition, there was the possibility for people to
answer surveys inaccurately in order to present themselves as more desirable (social
response bias). Most importantly, terrorism is a complex concept and any research that
deals with terrorism or terrorist groups has to approach the methodology with care and
purpose. For security reasons, interviewing individuals directly involved with the IS was
not possible. The methodology had to be from a secondary source that had more
experience and knowledge about the Islamic State. Reading articles from journalists that
have studied the IS and terrorism at a more complex level gave more insight on the group
and the concept of terrorism. Some articles were from journalists that had personally
interviewed ex-members of the IS that had been imprisoned or caught. This provided an
insider’s view into the IS and their ideology as a group. Overall, using a mixed-methods
approach provided the most insight and data on how the IS uses territory to fulfill their
destructive purposes as a terrorist group.
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There were some obstacles to using these methods in addition to possible bias that
occurred throughout data collection. My personal bias was a factor during the coding
portion of the research. I personally read and categorized each article without asking for
additional readers and coders to provide different perspectives. This could have created
the possibility for wrongly categorizing some articles and producing less reliable data.
However, I attempted to remain as unbiased as possible while creating the categories and
placing each article in its respected category. I tried to take direct words and phrases and
create groups from the author’s words without adding my own interpretations. There
were times where this was not possible due to the nature of some of the articles and I had
to interpret phrases and words on my own and create categories out of those specific
interpretations. In addition, there was a larger number of articles from The Washington
Post and Eurasia Review, which could have added a particular view and bias, skewing the
data. However, I tried to combat this issue by choosing articles from a multitude of
sources from multiple countries and continents. There were articles from North America,
South America, Europe, Africa, Australia, and Asia. With the quantitative data, there
could be possible bias due to the sources I chose to collect data from. Both LSJU and
CNN are US institutions, whereas UCDP is a Swedish institution. They all provide a
western perspective on violence and may have a bias that effects the data they each
collect. Through using three different data collection sources, I tried to combat the bias
of using a singular source.
Throughout this process of collecting data, I faced a few obstacles. Time was my
biggest obstacle and reading more than 60 articles for coding was not possible. However,
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the qualitative portion was relatively obstacle-free. I did struggle with finding articles
that were not written from 2014-2015 and 2019-2020. I had to adjust the date range a
few times to ensure there was a variety of articles from years before 2014 and between
2015 and 2019. The majority of my articles come from those four years, but I managed
to find more articles written in various years. The quantitative data posed more obstacles
in the data collection part as well as the analysis part. Finding data for every year that I
had an article for was more difficult than I had anticipated. Fortunately, UCDP provided
the most comprehensive data list and the only year they did not have data for was 2020,
which was expected. CNN did not have data from the first few years, due to the IS not
officially existing under the name Islamic State. LSJU had data that was not
comprehensive for some of the years I collected data for, and some years had no data.
The data I pulled from LSJU in the section size estimates of the IS was also lacking and
many of the figures were either not credible or the exact number was not known. This
section of the data was analyzed with skepticism and did not hold as much weight as the
other data sets. I tried to find additional data programs that were similar to UCDP to
draw similarities and differences between data on the Islamic State. However, the
programs had a limited timeline that was not up to date, the data sets were hard to read,
and/or they did not have the IS as an actor. Overall, the obstacles I faced presented their
own challenges but not enough to alter the way I collected data.
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CHAPTER FIVE: EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

Through the mixed-methods approach, there were multiple results found through the
process of coding as well as through the data collection from the data programs and news
sources. The primary questions that were analyzed and researched through the use of
coding various news articles were how does the use of territory by the Islamic State help
fulfill their destructive purposes? Does defeating/destroying the caliphate eliminate the
threat that the Islamic State poses (and vice versa)? Is there a best lens to use in
viewing/understanding the Islamic State’s goals through the establishment of the
caliphate (religious, political, economic)? If the caliphate is a cause for concern, why?
If the caliphate is not a cause for concern, what element of the Islamic State is more
threatening? What strategies can be used to combat the IS and restrict its ability to
reemerge as a more threatening terrorist group? These six questions were central to my
research and helped focus my analysis throughout the coding process. After I read and
analyzed each article, I created themes or categories to place each article within. The
final categories that were created included two parts. The first part was a broader
category that answered the question does territory help the Islamic State fulfill their
destructive purposes? I created a yes and no category and placed each article in the
category that best fit the focus of the article. Figure 5.1 shows the results of the total
number of articles that were placed in each category. There was a total of 56 articles that
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Figure 5.1: Caliphate Mentioned versus Caliphate is Concern

mentioned the word “caliphate” within the articles and only four articles that had no
mention of the word. In addition, there were 44 articles that were concerned with the use
of the caliphate by the IS, whereas 16 articles were not concerned with the caliphate.
After I categorized each article within the yes and no categories, I further
categorized them based on the primary concern. Within the yes category, there were
three additional subcategories that were labeled ideology, economic, and physically
holding territory. Figure 5.2 shows the results of how many articles were placed in each
respective category. With a total of 44 articles in the overall category of yes, the
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caliphate is a concern, 17 articles were concerned with the ideology behind the use of the
caliphate, two articles were concerned with the economic use of the caliphate, and 20
articles were concerned with the IS physically holding territory. There were five articles
that did not fit neatly into a singular category and were best placed under more than one
heading. Three articles were concerned with both the ideology behind the use of the
caliphate and the IS physically holding territory. Two articles were concerned with the
ideology behind the use of the caliphate, the economic use of the caliphate, and the IS
physically holding territory. The majority of the articles that were concerned with the use
of the caliphate were focused on the ideology the IS follows to support the creation and
expansion of the caliphate as well as the physical use of territory to enforce Sharia law
and create an Islamic State. Within the no category, there were also three additional
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Figure 5.3: Caliphate is Not a Concern

subcategories labeled caliph/leader, future fighters/splinter groups, and ideology. Figure
5.3 shows the results of the total number of articles placed in each category. Under the
category no, the caliphate is not a concern, three articles were concerned with the
caliph/leader of the IS, seven were concerned with future fighters/splinter groups, and six
were concerned with the ideology behind the Islamic State. The primary concern of these
articles were future fighters and the formation of splinter groups created from the Islamic
State. Ideology was another problem the articles focused on, not in relation to the
ideology behind the caliphate.
There were several other questions and themes I focused on during my research. I
also looked at how the caliphate was portrayed in each article. I searched for key phrases
and frequently used words that the authors associated with the caliphate and the Islamic
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State. I did not note the frequency each phrase or word was used in all of the articles, but
I did make note of the phrases and words that stuck out. They are as follows: caliphate is
equated to an Islamic utopia; frequent reference to the next generation of jihadists (those
trained in the caliphate); the caliphate and the Levant equated to an erupting jihadi
center; the caliphate equated to an Islamic government; the caliphate equated to a protostate; a focus on tactical skill and strategic skill by the IS; children and teens equated to
cubs (Ashbal in Arabic) and defenders of the caliphate; the caliphate equated to a
nightmare come true; the caliphate described as medieval; the declaration of the
caliphate would lead to infighting amongst Sunni militant factions; the legality of states,
emirates, groups, and organizations becoming null after the declaration of the caliphate;
the IS acting with brutal efficiency in carving out a chunk of territory; allegiance being
demanded from all Muslims. The most frequently used label for the caliphate in various
articles was the proto-state. These labels were important for noting the view the author
saw the IS and the caliphate through and the framing of both; whether it was a broad or
flat narrative. For example, one of the articles that focused on labeling the caliphate as a
“proto-state” established the caliphate as a threat to society due to the growth of territory
under IS control (Hall 2014). Categorizing the caliphate as a proto-state also highlights
that the author views this territory as being similar to a governing state. The caliphate
does not meet all the requirements that a legitimate state meets, but it is able to govern a
large population and enforce common law across the territory. This framing of the
caliphate focuses on a concern with the ideology enforced through this proto-state in
addition to the expansion of the territory under IS rule.
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Throughout the process of collecting data through coding, I also looked at the use
of time as a variable. I focused on key events that occurred in the history of the IS (see
APPENDIX J for timeline). For example, I looked at the total number of articles written
in comparison to the height of the caliphate. The height of the caliphate is defined by the
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Figure 5.4: Year Article is Written

highest amount of territory that is under the control of the Islamic State. Figure 5.4
shows the distribution of articles over the various years they were written. The majority
of the articles were written during 2014, 2015, and 2019. I looked at various other events
and graphed the data to show when each article was written in relation to the event.
Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of articles before, within one week, and after the
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Figure 5.5: Establishment of the Caliphate

establishment of the caliphate. This was also when the IS was officially named the
Islamic State. These events both occurred on 29 June 2014. The next figure (Figure 5.6)
shows the height of the caliphate and the number of articles written before, during, and
after this year. Most of the articles that were used in the data collection were written
after the height of the caliphate. The last additional figure that was created to analyze
the relation between key events in the IS history and number of articles read is Figure
5.7. This figure shows the number of articles written before and after al-Baghdadi’s
death (26 October 2019), which is seven months after the date that the official
declaration of the end to the caliphate was announced (23 March 2019).
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Figure 5.6: Height of the Caliphate and the Islamic State (2015)
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Figure 5.7: Baghdadi’s Death
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NO DATE

In addition to the qualitative data collected, results shown above, I also collected
quantitative data through multiple data sources. The data sources I used were UCDP,
CNN, and LSJU. Each data source provided different data and a different view on the
damage the IS has created through means of violence. Some of the data was too complex
to place into a graph, so some data sets are presented through the use of a table. Figure
5.8 shows the data collected through the UCDP. The level of destruction is shown by the
total number of deaths in a given year (level of destruction*). The only year that did not
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Figure 5.8: Level of Destruction by Islamic State-UCDP Data
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have any data was 2020, which was anticipated. The highest number of deaths caused by
the IS occurred in the year 2016, with 2015 and 2017 closely trailing. The year 2010 saw
the lowest number of deaths cause by the IS, with the year 2005 reporting the next lowest
number. UCDP stated that although 2020 does not have data, the year should see a low
number of deaths due to the official defeat of the caliphate in the first quarter of 2019
(Uppsala Conflict Data Program n.d.). This data was collected using the IS as an actor in
the UCDP and collecting the total number of deaths reported for each year. The next data
source that was used was CNN. This data was lacking in some years and created a
complex data set that could not be turned into a graph. Table 5.1 shows the level of
destruction characterized by number of kidnappings, casualties, and displaced persons for
each year (level of destruction*). Each number is followed by a plus sign because CNN
did not obtain exact numbers for each year. Contrary to the data from UCDP, CNN
reported numbers based on major events in IS history. Attacks that gained a lot of
publicity and included widespread damage were included in CNN’s list. The numbers
differ year-to-year in comparison with UCDP. Additionally, there is no data for the years
2005-2013 and 2020. The first three years without data were due to IS not establishing
themselves under the name “Islamic State.” There was no data to report for those years
because they were still under their initial names. In addition, 2019 did not have a
comprehensive list of major events and data that followed those events. Once again,
2020 did not have any reported data because it is still ongoing. The last source I used for
data collection was LSJU. I used this source for two data sets, one that looked at the
destruction caused by the IS through use of violence, and the other that looked at size
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Table 5.1: Level of Destruction by Islamic State-CNN Data
Year

Level of Destruction*

2005

NO DATA

2010

NO DATA

2013

NO DATA

2014

1,031,037+

2015

1280+

2016

1388+

2017

397+

2018

166+

2019

14+

2020

NO DATA

estimates of the Islamic State throughout the years. The first data set was easy to
organize and fit neatly into a graph. However, the second data set, similar to the one
from CNN, was missing data for multiple years and was not easy to form a graph from.
Figure 5.9 shows the level of destruction by the IS from the LSJU. The level of
destruction was based on the number of deaths and wounded individuals from major
attacks created by the Islamic State (level of destruction*). Most of the numbers they
reported had a plus sign next to them which showed that the number of deaths and
wounded was higher than the number given in the data set. In addition, 2019 had partial
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Figure 5.9: Level of Destruction by Islamic State-LSJU Data

data reported for the year and 2020 did not have any data reported. The year 2018 had
the highest reported deaths and wounded from attacks brought about by the Islamic State.
The years 2013 and 2005 had the least amount of deaths and wounded reported, not even
reaching 100 total casualties. Table 5.2 shows the data for the size estimates of the IS
for each year, reported by LSJU. This data set is the least reliable due to exact numbers
not being known by many of the reporting sources. Multiple years also have no data
reported; 2010, 2013, 2015, and 2020 have no data. The year 2019 has partial data that
extends to the month of June. Each year reported data through a different source; 2005 is
from the US Department of State, 2014 is from the CIA, 2016 is from the US Military
Council of Foreign Relations, 2018 is from the UN Security Council, March 2019 is from
Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) Officials, April 2019 is from Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights, and June 2019 is from Combined Joint Task Force-Operation Inherent
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Table 5.2: Size Estimates of Islamic State-LSJU Data
Year

Size Estimates

2005

1,000+

2010

NO DATA

2013

NO DATA

2014

20,000-30,000

2015

NO DATA

2016

30,000

2017

NO DATA

2018

20,000-30,000

2019 (MARCH)

29,000

2019 (APRIL)

4,000-5,000

2019 (JUNE)

14,000-18,000

Resolve (CJTF-OIR). June 2019 includes both members of the IS and fighters, which
CJTF-OIR differentiates between. CJTF-OIR defines members of the IS as “individuals
who pledge allegiance to the Islamic State while fighters are individuals who take up
arms to actively fight for the organization” (Mapping Militant Organizations 2019). The
US Department of State says the exact number in the IS is unknown for the year 2005. In
addition, the UN Security Council says the data for the year 2018 is not credible. This
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data set provides estimates for the size of the IS throughout the years, even though it may
not be fully accurate.
The combination of qualitative coding and quantitative data provides a strong
visual representation of the use of the caliphate, and territory in general, by the Islamic
State. Comparing the use of primary concerns surrounding the Islamic State’s use of the
caliphate with time and key events in the history of the IS gives a deeper understanding to
their need for territory. Using time and various news articles illustrated the difference in
perception from country to country, in addition to the effects of major events and attacks
brought on by the Islamic State. The data sets provided will be further explained and
analyzed in the next chapter. I will focus on how the data shows the different concerns
with claiming territory by terrorist groups, specifically the Islamic State. I will also focus
on how different key events may have altered the primary concern associated with the
Islamic State. In doing these, I hope to provide an in-depth analysis of what the future of
the IS could look like, using the data I collected and an analysis of the history of the IS,
discussed in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER SIX: ANALYSIS

This chapter will outline the meaning, importance, and relevance of the results
that were addressed in the previous chapter. I will dig into the deeper application of how
the data from the news articles, in addition to the data sources, will expand upon the
destructive uses and purposes of the caliphate under the rule of the Islamic State.
Additionally, I will relate my findings to the literature I explored in the second chapter
and explain how my research fills a gap that was not previously addressed. The main
question I asked to create the foundation for my research was how does the use of
territory by the Islamic State help fulfill their destructive purposes? This was answered
by the data I collected from coding news articles and the data I gathered from UCDP,
CNN, and LSJU. The majority of the articles I analyzed showed that the caliphate is a
main concern in regard to the Islamic State. There were 44 articles that illustrated the
caliphate as being a key instrument in the destructive purposes of the IS, while 16 articles
detailed other concerns that were perceived as a greater threat than the caliphate. In
addition, the data from the various data programs and sources showed that there was the
most destruction caused by the IS during the height of the caliphate. The years 20142016 had the most reported casualties, kidnappings, and displaced persons due to the
Islamic State’s territorial claims and enforcement of Sharia law through the establishment
of the caliphate. In the following pages, I will delve deeper into what these results mean
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in relation to my research, how they fit within existing research, what my results do not
show, and possible strategies for policymakers and future research topics.

Interpretations
The results that were found through this research are significant in multiple ways.
The first figure, Figure 5.1, showed that the majority of articles that focused on the IS
and mentioned the word “caliphate” were also concerned with the use of the caliphate by
the Islamic State. Then, breaking down the concern of the caliphate even further, Figure
5.2 showed that the main concern surrounding the caliphate is the physical holding of
territory by the Islamic State. The IS is perceived to cause the most damage by
physically holding territory and focusing on the expansion of that territory. The IS, by
establishing a caliphate, displaces communities that reside in their territory, enforces
Sharia law (sometimes through violent measures), and carries out attacks using members
that live in the caliphate. In addition, without the caliphate, the IS is unable to impose
taxes on the community and control natural resources that exist in the area. These two
actions make up a large portion of their revenue, which allows them to continue to carry
out attacks. This is another concern that news articles focused on; the economic uses of
the caliphate to finance attacks and other violent means. Through the finances the IS
acquired during the existence of the caliphate, the IS is able to fund attacks to the presentday without having a common shared space or method of major income. This shows that
the caliphate is necessary to finance many of the goals the IS hopes to accomplish.
However, this also shows that the IS is able to create destruction and launch attacks in
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society without the existence of the caliphate. The IS has other sources of revenue that
fund their group, but the caliphate provides vast amounts of financial resources that
without the territory, the IS is truly unable to accomplish their long-term destructive
purposes.
An additional concern found in the news articles is the ideology, or the
backbone, of the Islamic State. Without their specific beliefs and interpretation of Islam,
there would be no need or ultimate goal for the establishment of the caliphate.
Additionally, their ideology fuels the need for violence to create a true Islamic state and
the necessity of a just war. Salafi jihadism, as an ideology, promotes the use of violence
to recreate the “Golden Age of Islam” in modern times. The IS believes in waging a
physical jihad and the need for a physical creation of the caliphate in order to carry out
Sharia law. However, their ideology also poses a greater concern than the caliphate,
according to some of the news articles used in this study. It is not the ideology through
the use and creation of the caliphate that concerns some (Figure 5.2) but the ideology
alone that amounts to a greater threat to society (Figure 5.3). Several of the news articles
pointed to the belief that the ideology the IS follows creates more destruction across the
globe and is responsible for their use of violence to meet their goals. The foundation of
the IS being rooted in Salafi jihadism is a cause for concern. However, it does not
outweigh the concern for the violence and destruction that is perpetuated through the use
of the caliphate.
In Figure 5.2, there were two additional categories that were created because
some of the articles did not fit into one specific category. Both of the categories
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(physically holding territory and ideology; physically holding territory, ideology, and
economic) involved the concern of physically holding territory. This shows that even
when the concern is not specifically the use of territory by the IS, the caliphate still poses
a threat in addition to the concern of ideology or both ideology and the economic uses of
the caliphate. The threat of the caliphate is very real and the physical creation of it by the
IS destroys communities in and around it in addition to producing fear around the world.
For those that do not believe the caliphate itself is the greatest risk to global and regional
security, they still believe that the IS is a great threat globally. The IS uses violent means
for a destructive end goal, bringing back the caliphate to enforce Sharia law and recreate
the “Golden Age of Islam” founded by the original caliphs.
Figures 5.5-5.7 all show key moments in the history of the IS and the distribution
of the number of articles used for this study in relation to those historical moments.
These figures give a visual representation of the amount of “publicity” each event
garnered, shown by the number of articles written before, during, or after the event
occurred. The establishment of the caliphate is a key moment in the timeline of the IS
because this is when their hopes of creating a physical territory becomes a reality.
Although the majority of the articles were written after the establishment of the caliphate,
it is significant to note that ten percent of the articles in this study were published within
one week of the Islamic State’s announcement about the caliphate becoming a reality. In
addition, I looked at the article distribution over the height of the caliphate in the year
2015 and around the death of al-Baghdadi. There were nine articles written during the
height of the caliphate, which is a significant number, considering 2015 had the third
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highest number of articles written during that year (Figure 5.4). Figure 5.8 shows that
the majority of the articles were written before al-Baghdadi’s death, which is mainly
before the end of the caliphate. The death of al-Baghdadi came about seven months after
the end of the caliphate was announced by SDF in March 2019. It was al-Baghdadi that
called for the establishment of the caliphate and saw a brief return to the medieval ages of
Islam. He enforced Sharia law through this territory and saw to the expansion of the
Islamic State’s ideology throughout the community of the caliphate and its members.
The death of al-Baghdadi, in some ways, was the true announcement of the death of the
caliphate. The future will tell whether the next interpretation and reinstatement of the
caliphate will prove to be as deadly and destructive as al-Baghdadi’s caliphate.
The data from Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show the destruction caused by the IS
over the years through numerical figures. In addition, Table 5.1 shows the numbers
reported from 2005-2019 by CNN that represent the total number of casualties,
kidnappings, and displaced persons from the major events that occurred over the history
of the Islamic State. These all show, in relation to the qualitative data from the news
articles, that when the IS holds territory, violence and destruction across the world is
higher. From the data in Figure 5.9, it shows that when the IS held territory, they tended
to have a lower number of attacks year-to-year, but those attacks were significantly more
deadly and destructive. When the IS lost its territory, they had more frequent attacks that
did less damage and caused less deaths per attack. The numbers reported in the graph
show higher destruction in the years the caliphate was in decline. However, these
numbers report both deaths and wounded from major attacks. During the years 2014 and
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2015, when the IS held the most territory, the number of deaths was much larger than the
years following the caliphate’s decline. The number of wounded went up, but the
number of individuals that died from attacks by IS declined. This was due to a change in
strategy by the Islamic State. They were no longer focused on creating and expanding
territory. Instead, they were focused on spreading their ideology and message through
terrorist attacks in order to remain relevant. Once they have the numbers and resources
again, they will begin to rebuild their territory, which is currently their main focus.
Figure 5.8 and Table 5.1 both show higher levels of destruction (shown through
number of casualties, kidnappings, and displaced persons) in the years 2014-2017. The
years preceding and following the height of the caliphate (2015) show lower numbers of
destruction. Both of these data sets illustrate the level of violence and dismantling that
occurs when the IS controls and occupies vast amounts of territory. The year 2017 was
the last year the group held considerable amounts of territory and their strategy evolved
to fit the needs of the group (see APPENDICES B-I for maps outlining territorial loss by
the IS over the years). The IS focused less on enforcing Sharia law and conquering
territory and more on shielding leaders by hiding in cells and planning attacks to remain a
legitimate threat to the world, specifically to the West and the effects of westernization.
The IS made efforts to protect those of high value while creating the path to martyrdom
for others through suicide bombings, in order to keep their message and ideology alive.
Table 5.2 illustrates size estimates of the IS over the years, which correlates to their
changing strategy after the major losses of territory. Although this table does not have a
lot of data to share, there are a few takeaways. The group grew significantly in size from
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2005 (before it was called the Islamic State) to 2015 (the height of the caliphate). They
maintained that size for several years before they finally lost a substantial amount of
members after the fall of the caliphate. Unfortunately, the data for 2019 does not extend
to the month after al-Baghdadi was killed. However, in looking at the numbers from the
beginning of 2019 to right after the end of the caliphate was declared, it would be
reasonable to assume Islamic State’s number shrunk exponentially after their caliph was
declared dead. Additionally, this data shows the growth and stability of the size of the IS
after establishing the caliphate. Tens of thousands of people attempted to migrate to the
caliphate after al-Baghdadi announced its existence (Wood 2015). Not everyone made it
to the Islamic state, but this table shows those that did arrive, stayed. The caliphate
symbolizes an Islamic utopia to many and the creation of it in the 21st century can
provide a renewed hope for many Muslims in the world. However, the Islamic State’s
version of the caliphate proved to be more of a nightmare than utopia, displacing millions
from their home and creating a worldwide fear of terrorist attacks by the Islamic State
(Staff 2014) (Fradkin & Libby 2015). Sharia law was enforced through medieval
methods such as stoning and beheadings of enemies and apostates (the difference
between the two was null to the IS) (Wood 2015) (O’Grady 2015). The caliphate proved
to be a declaration of violence and fear to those that did not follow the ideology to the
satisfaction of the Islamic State. The territorial expansion was another way the IS
violently fulfilled their purpose as a group.
Although the data answers the questions proposed, there are possible alternative
explanations to my results. For example, the data collected from UCDP, CNN, and LSJU
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could be interpreted to support the claim that the caliphate is not a primary concern. The
caliph, as shown in Figure 5.3, could be a greater threat, and fulfills the destructive
purposes of the IS through the use of the caliphate. The caliphate is still a factor in the
destruction the IS creates. However, the caliph uses the territorial claims to enforce
Sharia law through violent means and plan attacks on the enemies and apostates of Islam.
Additionally, the data from Figure 5.9 shows that the most destruction caused by the IS
was between 2017-2019. During this period the IS lost significant amounts of territory
and March 2019 was the official declaration of the end of the caliphate. The ideology of
the group could be the motivating factor for violent attacks and invoking fear across the
globe. The IS may be at its most dangerous and threatening stage when it no longer holds
territory. Operating in cells may create more widespread violence and create a rise in
lone-wolf attacks. The shared ideology may hold each cell “together” and reinforce the
need for destruction to once again establish the caliphate. All of these alternate
interpretations of the data are possible. However, the interpretations that have been used
to answer the questions proposed in this research are the most congruent with the data
that was found.

Implications
The implications these findings have in relation to previous literature varies. This
research helped to fill a gap that existed in the literature about the IS and the caliphate. In
an article, Ken Chitwood made a statement that said the Islamic State uses the history of
the caliphate to fulfill its destructive purpose (2019). This statement was not backed by
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any research nor was there any literature about the function of the caliphate in the
destructive purposes the IS hopes to fulfill. Not only does my research fill this gap, it
also creates a dialogue about the role the caliphate has in the ultimate goals of the IS that
future authors can further discuss. Territory use by terrorist groups is not a new
revelation. Many terrorist groups have utilized territory or massive compounds for their
own gains. However, the IS uses territory as a way to create terror and spread their
ideology across the world. This greatly differs from other terrorist groups’ uses of
territory. Other groups tend to own land or numerous compounds to keep their members
within the same space. In addition, they are attempting to shield themselves from the rest
of the world because their ideologies do not match up. The IS wants to spread their
ideology to those living within the caliphate as well as those that live elsewhere. Those
that refuse to join or present themselves as enemies are executed and used as propaganda
to recruit future members. These extreme and violent actions are supported by the
creation of the caliphate and allow IS members to enforce Sharia law, which further
rationalizes these actions as being for a just cause.
In relation to other religious extremist groups, specifically Christian Identity
groups, the IS uses the caliphate to establish a truly religious state, an Islamic state.
Christian Identity thought that the secularization of the state was immoral, and they
wanted a government influenced by religion. They created their own “government” and
ruled under the combination of state and religion. Christian Identity never held territory
like the IS did, making them less of a global threat. The IS established the territory to
rule under the guidance of Islam, creating a quasi-state. Those that believed in the cause
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and ideology the IS was founded on joined and lived in this “Islamic utopia.” However,
through this establishment of the caliphate, the IS displaced millions of people already
living in the area, creating further damage in states that were already struggling.
Understanding the true damage and destruction the IS caused to those directly and
indirectly influenced by the creation of the caliphate is important for combatting a
reemergence of the group in the future. The data that was collected and analyzed shows
that through physically holding territory, the IS is able to stage attacks on its enemies and
cause thousands of casualties every year. The destruction does not stop with attacks that
kill and wound hundreds. There are people that are forced out of their region due to fear
and concern over the Islamic State. In addition, the ideology the IS spreads to those
living in the caliphate creates a new generation of jihadists that will carry their beliefs
with them. Splinter-groups and ex-fighters are now the concerns after the defeat of the
caliphate.
Previous research highlights the ideology behind the IS and why it poses such a
challenge in countering this terrorist group. Their main reason for recreating the
caliphate in modern day is for a revival of ancient Islam followed in the seventh century
during Muhammad’s life. The IS is hoping to restore the “Golden Age of Islam” through
the establishment of the caliphate. This act will start the clock that ticks towards the
Islamic apocalypse and the coming of the Mahdi. The apocalypse will then bring the end
of times and determine who is saved and who is not. This eschatological aspect of the
ideology the IS follows is the most troublesome. Their plan is long-term, focused on the
life after the end of times. Trying to change these beliefs will further reinforce them and
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strengthen the Islamic State’s need for a caliphate. The focus on defeating the IS has to
be long-term and possibly acknowledge that truly eradicating the group may be
impossible.
Previous theories, discussed in chapter three, highlight how conflicts are created
in response to something, such as a need not being met. Basic human needs theory,
relative deprivation, fundamentalism, and political realism all alluded to an alternate way
to view terrorism and terrorist groups. Basic human needs explains how conflict comes
from a group not having their needs met by another group (society, the government, etc.).
These needs are imperative to the survival of this group and conflict arises when the
group feels that their survival is at risk. Some groups and individuals go to extreme
lengths, sometimes dangerous, to have their needs met. Looking at the Islamic State’s
use of the caliphate through the lens of basic human needs identifies ways the group is
using territory to meet their imperative needs. The IS believes that creating the caliphate
will bring about the apocalypse as well as restore the world to the Golden Age of Islam.
They have labeled both of these as needs. The IS has also labeled the need for a just war,
waged against their enemies and the apostates of Islam. They go to extreme measures,
through the means of violence, to ensure these needs are met to their satisfaction. They
have reinterpreted Islam to justify the use of violence through the use of an ancient
understanding of Sharia law. Until the world is just and the Islamic state covers the
globe, the Islamic State’s needs will never be fully met, and their use of violence and fear
will continue to exist. Relative deprivation can explain the use of violence as a means to
an end in a similar fashion to basic human needs theory. The IS feels that they are
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receiving less than they are entitled to and are acting out against that deprivation. These
theories both shed light on a different way of viewing the actions of the IS and their use
of the caliphate to fulfill their destructive goals. Seeing the caliphate as a need that is not
being met clarifies why they continue to use violence and terror when they no longer hold
territory.
Fundamentalism offers another perspective on terrorism and the use of territory
by the Islamic State. Fundamentalism focuses on the specific interpretation of a religious
text and religious traditions and their use as a system of belief. It is a stricter, more literal
interpretation of a religious text. There has been frequent backlash towards religious
fundamentalist groups as well as a tendency to associate fundamentalism with religious
terrorist groups. Not all fundamentalists are terrorists, nor are all terrorists
fundamentalists. However, religious terrorist groups tend to reinterpret religious texts in
a more literal sense, which lines up with the foundations of fundamentalism. The Islamic
State’s ideology focuses on an ancient interpretation of Islam that specifically looks at
how Sharia law was enforced during Muhammad’s time. This view of Islam elaborates
on the need for a physical caliphate in order to bring about the end times. The Islamic
State’s ideology reinforces the use of violence to achieve their goal of creating the
caliphate. Fundamentalism illustrates the way the IS reinterprets Islam as a religion to
justify their actions and beliefs.
Political realism is another theoretical framework that analyzes terrorism and the
use of violence in a very literal sense. Realism sees the need for wars and conflict in
order to combat social injustices that occur in the world. It also views power as the
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ultimate goal and that each nation is solely concerned with their particular interests.
Therefore, the use of violence by the IS is justified as long as they are using it to combat
injustices in the world. Political realism also supports the idea of a just war in order to
accomplish the goals of the nation. The IS uses terror attacks and fear to accomplish
their goals and create a shared territory amongst Muslims. Additionally, the IS justifies
their violent interpretation of Islam and enforcement of Sharia law because they feel the
world is corrupt. They are committed to waging a just war against the enemies and
apostates of Islam, which is condoned and supported by the theory of political realism.
Power begets power and the IS will continue to use any and all methods to fulfill their
goal of establishing a caliphate.
This research and the results that followed produced a few practical implications.
One implication is that the use of territory by the IS creates a serious security concern
around the world. The destruction that the IS generated during the years they held
territory was substantial. The data that was found shows that the IS produces violence
through more than attacks; the IS forces people out of their homes, spreads fear across the
globe, and influences future generations through the spreading of their ideology. The
caliphate is a cause for concern. However, it should not be the only concern in regard to
the Islamic State. This research also shows that the ideology behind the IS creates worry
as well as the leader of the caliphate. The ideology that the IS adheres to is an ancient
interpretation of Islam that justifies the use of violence and brutal force to enforce law.
The caliph prescribes these punishments backed by their ideology to ensure their
interpretation of Islam is followed correctly. The caliph alone causes less concern but,
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when combined with the ideology of the IS, there is great challenge that lies ahead for
counterterrorism agents and governmental officials. The IS needs to be analyzed at every
level in order to combat the ideologies that reinforce violence and cause the greatest
destruction. Grievances also need to be addressed to resolve the power vacuum that
occurred in the region that gave way to the rise of the Islamic State. This research,
although specifically focused on the use of territory to fulfill destructive measures, shows
that the threat the IS poses is multifaceted and complex. One framing will not be enough
to resolve the conflict of terrorism in the world.

Limitations
The sections above delve into the deeper meaning of my results as well as the
implications that arise from those results. This section will highlight some of the
obstacles that occurred throughout this research as well as conclusions that cannot be
made from the results. There were some challenges that were mentioned in the
methodology that I will elaborate on in this section. Overall, the challenges and
limitations in this research do not detract from the results and the implications they
provide for future research and the world of counterterrorism. A limitation to this
research was having one point of view in the analysis of the articles. I analyzed and
coded each article without the input from additional sources. This could present a
potential bias in the process of coding each article, therefore, producing biased results. In
addition, ten percent of the articles that were used in this research were from The
Washington Post and eight percent came from Eurasia Review. This could have created
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a bias in the framing of the IS and their use of the caliphate. However, there were 40
additional news sources that the remaining articles were chosen from, which provided a
more rounded view of the IS and the caliphate. I also attempted to remain as unbiased as
possible throughout the coding process. When putting articles in their respective
categories, I tried to find direct quotes from the articles that established the framing of the
IS and/or the caliphate. This was done to limit my personal bias from skewing the data in
one particular direction.
The amount of news articles that I collected for the coding process may have been
limited in number. This could have limited the generalizability of my results. In
addition, the articles that were chosen could have all leaned in a certain direction in their
framing of the Islamic State. However, there were several articles that were used in this
research that were in direct support of the establishment of the caliphate and the creation
of an “Islamic utopia.” These articles offered a different perspective of the creation and
need for a caliphate. Nevertheless, the majority of the articles framed the IS as a terrorist
group and opposed the creation and legitimacy of the caliphate. This potentially limited
view of the IS does not detract from the importance of the results that were found. The
Islamic State’s use of violence and justification for the creation of the caliphate creates
concern, even amongst other Sunni militant groups. For example, al Qaeda does not
deem the Islamic State’s caliphate as legitimate, nor do they directly support the IS and
its ideologies. The IS uses direct violence against other Sunnis, which creates tension
between them and other terrorist groups. This shows that even through a potentially
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limited framing of the IS, there is a global concern over their use of violence and their
ideology that supports it.
Another limitation of this research could be the limited, and possibly not credible
(LSJU size estimates), data from the various data sources. UCDP supplied the most
comprehensive and exceptional data on the IS as an actor and the number of deaths
caused by the group year-to-year. However, CNN lacked data from the years prior to the
establishment of the caliphate and only listed numbers for major attacks by the Islamic
State. The numbers from CNN are from reported attacks that attained enough publicity
and attention from the media and public. This could have created a biased set of data that
left out key numbers from additional attacks by the Islamic State. Additionally, the data
reported for 2014 was extremely high in comparison to the other years that reported data
due to the number of displaced persons (one million) that was recorded for that year.
However, the number of displaced persons reported that year is important because it
shows how quickly the effects the establishment of the caliphate had on that region.
LSJU had a data set for size estimates of the IS that was missing reports for some years
while other years had data that was not credible. This could create false correlations and
relationships between data sets, and ultimately lead to false conclusions. However, this
data set was analyzed with extreme skepticism and was not a primary, or secondary,
source of data for this research. It offered valuable estimates of the sizes of the IS
throughout the years but was not strongly taken into consideration in the final analysis of
the data collected.
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It is beyond the scope of this research to draw several conclusions. This study
cannot support the conclusion that territory is the only security concern in regard to the
Islamic State. In addition, the level of concern cannot be correlated with the number of
articles placed in each category (Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3). This data shows that in the
specific group of articles selected for this study, that the majority are primarily concerned
with those particular elements surrounding the topic of the IS and the caliphate. This
study can be used in support of specific policies geared towards counterterrorism
measures, but it cannot be used in place of policies or strict guidelines in strategies used
for combatting the Islamic State. This research, however, does draw parallels between
different types of data to show how the use of territory by the IS causes destruction
around the world and expands on how the caliphate is necessary to attain their objectives
as a terrorist group. The quantitative data gives numerical values to the damage that the
IS causes not only where they have claimed territory but also around the globe. The
qualitative data illustrates how the caliphate is perceived through news sources and the
type of concern that is associated with the Islamic State’s territorial claims. It also shows
the other causes for concern that surround the IS and their acts of terrorism. Overall, the
limitations and obstacles from this study show the challenges that occurred while
collecting data. They also show the conclusions that can be drawn from this study as
well as the conclusions that cannot be drawn but can be expanded upon in future studies.
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Recommendations
This data for this study was collected to fill a gap in the literature about the IS and
the caliphate. However, the data collected is not all encompassing and leaves room for
future studies to be conducted and new questions to be asked. There were multiple
questions that arose while reading the articles selected for the coding process. Some
articles focused on the possibility of ex-fighters becoming a concern in the future as well
as the creation of splinter groups after the Islamic State’s caliphate was defeated. This
was briefly addressed in the findings chapter, as well as this chapter. However, my
research was not centered on the concern around ex-IS fighters or splinter groups. This is
an area that would be crucial to analyze and possibly predict future outcomes in order to
create a dialogue about how to counter these concerns prior to them occurring. Future
research could examine where ex-fighters are now as well as what the future holds for
these ex-fighters. The questions that could be asked are where are ex-fighters presentday? Have they been captured and put in prison? Are they functioning members of
society? What does the reintegration process for those currently in prison look like?
What obstacles do states face in attempting to reintegrate ex-fighters back into society?
These are just several questions that could be looked into and examined in future studies.
In addition, a few articles discussed the role of children in the caliphate and how
they have been named “cubs of the caliphate.” These articles described their purpose as
future fighters and “defenders of the caliphate.” Another area of research that could be
examined is the role children played in the caliphate and what their lives look like now.
Some questions to consider surrounding this topic could be what did the role of a
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“defender of the caliphate” look like while living in the caliphate? What does that role
look like now? Are there any major changes? How did the ideology that was taught in
the caliphate change their view on the world? Do they still support the ideology of the
Islamic State? Do they hope for a reestablishment of the caliphate under the new caliph?
It would be interesting to see the dynamics of living in the caliphate as an adolescent and
then growing up after the defeat of the caliphate. These two areas were not covered by
my research and it could prove beneficial, in the areas of counterterrorism and policies
created around terrorism, to explore those ideas in future studies.
There are multiple studies that could be done to expand upon the results presented
in this study. The data that was found through this study also contributes information for
policymakers and counterterrorism organizations. The results and analysis that followed
could be useful in creating suggestions on efforts made towards combatting the IS and
other terrorist groups. For example, using the information relayed in the theoretical
discussion and the results of this study, it has been made clear that counterterrorism
efforts need to be multifaceted. The Islamic State is no exception to this statement. The
main finding in the results is that the caliphate poses the greatest threat, but it is not the
only concern surrounding the Islamic State. The caliph poses a threat to national security
in addition to the funding IS is still benefitting from present-day that fuels their attacks
across the globe. Financial resources need to be cut, such as access to oil pipelines and
other natural resources; countries that directly and indirectly fund the IS need to be
questioned and the funds redirected to source those that are in greater need of financial
support; power vacuums in the Middle East (specifically Syria) need to be addressed and
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proper leadership implemented; ex-fighters and children of the caliphate need to have
special consideration before reintegrating them back into society; and ultimately, access
to territory needs to be limited and controlled by other parties in order to prevent the IS
from recreating the caliphate. These are all suggestions that could benefit the efforts
involved in the hopeful defeat of the Islamic State.
Territory, based on this study, needs to be a primary concern and restricting the
Islamic State’s access should take precedence. However, their past caliph, al-Baghdadi,
proved to be a contributing factor in the amount of destruction that has been waged
against the world in the past. He was, as the news articles noted, a fearless and brutal
leader that enforced the harshest penalties for acting against the law of the caliphate and
led the IS to its most powerful position the world has seen since its conception. Another
strategy for defeating the IS should be geared towards removing their newly proclaimed
caliph rather than allowing time to tell whether he is another strong leader that will lead
the caliphate to become, once again, a brutal force in the world. A true and total defeat of
IS may not ever be possible, but efforts need to be made towards ensuring the terrorist
group does not make a comeback as a more destructive force, allowing history to repeat
itself.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSION

The purpose of this research was to understand how the caliphate creates a cause
for concern under the leadership of the Islamic State. The main research question was
how does the use of territory by the Islamic State help fulfill their destructive purposes?
Through the use of qualitative and quantitative data in this study, it can be concluded that
the IS utilizes territory to spread their ideology, fund future attacks, create new
generations of jihadists, and spread fear across the globe. The data also showed that not
only is the caliphate a threat to national security, but also the ideology the IS believes in
and the caliph of the Islamic State. The IS poses a grave threat to security in the Middle
East as well as other parts of the world where their terror attacks take place.
Through the use of past literature, it is evident terrorism presents an obstacle in
conflict resolution. Targeting terrorist groups needs to be multi-faceted in both the
framing of the groups and the strategies used to combat them. Additionally, religious
terrorist groups create an even greater challenge due to the use of ideology as a
foundation for the group. The Islamic State’s ideology possesses eschatological elements
which makes the focus of their actions and beliefs structured towards the end of time.
Changing this system of belief is not practical and methods used to counter the IS should
be focused on more tangible aspects, such as the caliphate. Theoretical frameworks
provide guidance for possible strategies in counterterrorism. Viewing the IS through one
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frame is limiting and can provide an inaccurate synopsis of the group’s goals. Basic
human needs, relative deprivation, fundamentalism, and political realism all highlight
different reasons the IS uses territory to fulfill their purpose and why it is such an
essential element to the terrorist group.
The use of both qualitative and quantitative data provided a deeper perspective
into the destruction that is caused through the use of territory by the IS. Coding news
articles created data that, once categorized, supplied insight into the fundamental reasons
the caliphate is such a threatening force. Gathering quantitative data from multiple data
sources supplemented the data from the news articles and showed the level of destruction
caused by the IS annually. Through major attacks, major historical events, and total
deaths, the data illustrated that the IS altered the lives of millions through the use of
violence and the establishment of the caliphate. In addition, there were a few
expectations throughout the process of data collection and analysis. I anticipated that the
data collected would ultimately provide clarity on the questions proposed in this study.
However, prior to the data collection, I was uncertain of how successful the results would
be at showing how the caliphate is used for destructive purposes. Ultimately, I found that
through the data I collected that the caliphate does help the IS fulfill their destructive
purposes, and in more than one way. The methodology that was used in this research
provided direct answers to the questions posed and detailed the concerns surround the IS
and the caliphate. Overall, the methods used were effective in answering the questions
and providing solutions to some of the problems that exist in relation to terrorism and
terrorist groups.
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Each chapter in this research played a crucial role in answering the questions
posed. The literature review supplied important information about the history of the IS
and the caliphate. It also highlighted the ideology behind the IS and the use of territory
by other religious extremist groups. In the literature review, the gap in previous
literature, in which this study fills, is clarified and presents the problems that need to be
addressed. The theoretical frameworks gave various lenses to view terrorism through in
addition to possible strategies that could be implemented to counter terrorism and the
Islamic State. The middle chapters (methodology, findings, and analysis) all expanded
on the research that was done in an effort to answer the main research questions. In the
analysis, practical application was provided, and possible strategies were proposed as
recommendations for policymakers and counterterrorism officials. These chapters all
elaborated on the conflict of terrorism and how territory can be used to perpetuate
destruction and violence.
There were some additional questions that emerged throughout this research and
were not answered by the data that was collected. These questions and possible areas for
future research were detailed in the previous chapter. However, these potential research
topics will also be summarized here. One topic that was addressed in multiple news
articles was the future concern of ex-IS fighters and the possibility for the emergence of
splinter groups. The main questions that arose from these topics were where are exfighters present-day? Have they been captured and put in prison? Are they functioning
members of society? What does the reintegration process for those currently in prison
look like? What obstacles do states face in attempting to reintegrate ex-fighters back into
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society? In regard to the emergence of splinter groups, what are the signs that emerge
prior to the creation of a splinter group? Can those signs be detected quickly enough to
prevent the splinter group from forming? What would the ideology of the splinter group
look like in relation to the Islamic State? Could the splinter group prove to be a greater
threat to the world than the Islamic State? Will the caliphate also be an important
element in the group’s ideology? These questions highlight areas that my research was
not able to answer or provide data on.
In addition, the data that was collected in this research provided possible
advancement into new areas of concern in the world of terrorism and specifically, the
Islamic State. An additional topic that developed over the course of this research was the
role of children in the caliphate. Multiple articles described children as “cubs of the
caliphate” or “defenders of the caliphate.” Both descriptions allude to the role
adolescents play in the territory and the protection of the caliphate. Some questions that
could be asked in future studies around this topic are what did the role of a “defender of
the caliphate” look like while living in the caliphate? What does that role look like now?
Are there any major changes? How did the ideology that was taught in the caliphate
change their view on the world? Do they still support the ideology of the Islamic State?
Do they hope for a reestablishment of the caliphate under the new caliph? This topic
looks to the future of the IS and the new generations of jihadists. What their future roles
will be, only time will tell.
There were several limitations to this research that were described in detail in the
methodology and analysis chapters. COVID-19 presented an obstacle in acquiring data
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from primary sources, specifically in-person data collection methods. Additional
challenges arose from choosing terrorism as the research topic, such as limiting the
various methods I used in order to collect data. However, collecting data through
secondary sources was initially the method chosen for this specific research because of
the availability of information and data that already existed on the IS and the caliphate.
A more realistic limitation of this research is the inability of this study to be used
in the place of policies and strategies directly involved in counterterrorism measures.
This research provides data that details the amount of destruction created by the IS
through the use of the caliphate. It also informs readers that the use of territory by the IS
is a cause for concern. However, this data cannot be used in place of real-world policies
or strategies; it is primarily meant for furthering knowledge on the use of territory by
terrorist groups and the level of destruction they cause in the world. In addition, the
number of articles used could limit the generalizability of the results. However, through
the use of both news articles and quantitative data, the results were more thorough in their
practical applicability. The sources the news articles were selected from could have
provided a particular bias in the framing of the IS and the caliphate. However, this was
combatted through the use of selecting news articles from over 40 different news sources.
Overall, the limitations of this study do not invalidate the results or their relevance to
creating policies and strategies for counterterrorism.
Multiple recommendations were made throughout the entirety of this research.
These suggestions were primarily directed at policymakers and officials involved in
counterterrorism methods. The key suggestion is that strategies and methods aimed at
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combatting terrorist groups and specifically the IS, need to be multilayered in their
approach. The strategies should draw on information from multiple theories that differ in
their views of conflict and terrorism. For example, incorporating practical guidance from
basic human needs theory, relative deprivation, and political realism can provide a wellrounded approach to countering threats that occur from the Islamic State. Limiting one’s
approach by creating a strategy from one theoretical framework can provide false
guidance and contribute to the reemergence of a terrorist group. Military response is
necessary as a strategy for many terrorist groups, but the plan should not stop there.
Once the group is under control or removed from a specific area, the strategy needs to
shift. Policymakers and counterterrorism officials need to look at why the terrorist group
existed and how they came into power in that specific geographical location. Addressing
community grievances and providing proper leadership in states that are lacking guidance
can close off the vacuum that allowed the emergence of the terrorist group in the
beginning.
In creating policies directed at the IS, there are multiple recommendations that
can be made using the results found in this research. The main suggestions are as
follows: territory access by the IS needs to limited in order to prevent a recreation of the
caliphate; territory that is easy access needs to be under control by a third party or utilized
to directly benefit the community around it; financial resources need to be removed from
the grasp of the IS, such as access to natural resources in the Middle East, to restrict
funding for terrorist attacks by the IS; direct and indirect funding from third parties and
countries to the IS needs to be examined and redirected towards parties that are in greater
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need of financial support; power vacuums in the Middle East need to be addressed by
providing appropriate leadership or other means; ex-IS members and children of the
caliphate need to be given special attention and reintegration programs need to be
created; the caliph needs to have military focus in order to remove him from that level of
leadership; and finally, provide a multi-faceted solution to the problem of terrorism that
addresses the deeper issues at hand. The use of territory by the IS does create a cause for
concern, but it is not the only element that needs to be addressed. An approach that looks
at all the threats posed by the IS will create a longer lasting solution that has the potential
to remove the IS from becoming a greater global threat.
Overall, this study looked at the use of territory by the IS and how the caliphate
helps the terrorist group attain their goals of destruction. The results revealed that the
caliphate is a global security threat and creates destruction through a multitude of violent
means. This research supplied data that showed the level of destruction caused by the IS
annually, and labeled the concerns surrounding the use of the caliphate. It filled a gap in
the literature that needed to be addressed and provided important information on the IS as
a terrorist group and how their caliphate justifies the use of violence against its enemies
and apostates of Islam. This study expanded the knowledge on the IS and provided
possible strategies for policymakers and counterterrorism agents. Terrorism is a complex
concept and creating strategies that address this conflict is an even greater feat. The
prevention of reemerging terrorist groups will prove to be a challenge in the future, but
the results from this research provide possible solutions to help ease the burden of this
challenge.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A: TABLES

Table A.1: Caliphate Mentioned in Articles
Caliphate Mentioned

Number

Percentage

YES

56

93.33%

NO

4

6.67%

Table A.2: Caliphate is Concern in Articles
Caliphate is Concern

Number

Percentage

YES

44

73.33%

NO

16

26.67%

Table A.3: Articles Written in Relation to Baghdadi’s Death
Baghdadi's Death

Number

Percentage

BEFORE

42

70.00%

AFTER

16

26.67%

NO DATE

2

3.33%
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Table A.4: Articles Written in Relation to Establishment of Caliphate
Establishment of Caliphate

Number

Percentage

BEFORE

3

5.00%

W/IN 1 WEEK

6

10.00%

AFTER

49

81.67%

NO DATE

2

3.33%

Table A.5: Articles Written in Relation to Height of Caliphate/IS (2015)
Height of Caliphate/IS (2015)

Number

Percentage

BEFORE

15

56.67%

DURING

9

15.00%

AFTER

34

25.00%

NO DATE

2

3.33%

Table A.6: Articles Written in Relation to Baghdadi Declared Caliph
Baghdadi Declared Caliph

Number

Percentage

BEFORE

6

10.00%

AFTER

52

86.67%

NO DATE

2

3.33%
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Table A.7: Year Article was Written
Years

Number

Percentage

2005

1

1.67%

2010

1

1.67%

2013

1

1.67%

2014

12

20.00%

2015

9

15.00%

2016

3

5.00%

2017

5

8.33%

2018

4

6.67%

2019

15

25.00%

2020

7

11.67%

NO DATE

2

3.33%
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Table A.8: News Sources Articles were from
News Sources

Number

Percentage

University of Birmingham

1

1.67%

Middle East Policy Council

1

1.67%

Stars and Stripes

1

1.67%

Voice of America

1

1.67%

War on the Rocks

2

3.33%

ABC

1

1.33%

The Africa Report

1

1.33%

Wired

1

1.33%

Christian Science Monitor

1

1.33%

Leland Stanford Junior University

1

1.33%

Department of Defense

1

1.33%

Fox

1

1.33%

CNN

1

1.33%

Washington Post

6

10.00%

BBC

4

6.67%

The Guardian

2

3.33%

Brookings

2

3.33%

The Conversation

1

1.67%

The Irish Times

1

1.67%
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The Atlantic

2

3.33%

CE Noticias Financieras

1

1.67%

Carnegie Endowment

1

1.67%

Digital Journal

1

1.67%

Eurasia Review

5

8.33%

The Times

1

1.67%

Country Watch

1

1.67%

Financial Buzz

1

1.67%

Jerusalem

1

1.67%

Mirror

1

1.67%

ValueWalk

1

1.67%

The Australian

1

1.67%

CQ Congressional Testimony

1

1.67%

Atlas Shrugs

2

3.33%

Postmedia Breaking News

1

1.67%

International Business Times

1

1.67%

Mail Online

2

3.33%

Yerepouni Daily

1

1.67%

Associated Press

1

1.67%

Telegraph

1

1.67%

Defence Journal

1

1.67%
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Daily Independent

1

1.67%

The Straits Times

1

1.67%
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Table A.9: Caliphate is Concern/Not Concern
Caliphate is Concern

YES

Number

44

Percentage

Percentage

(YES/NO)

(Total)

N/A

73.33%

Ideology

17

38.64%

28.33%

Economic

2

4.55%

3.33%

Holding Territory

20

45.45%

33.33%

Ideology and Territory

3

6.82%

5.00%

Ideology, Territory, and

2

4.55%

3.33%

Economic
NO

16

N/A

26.67%

Caliph/Leader

3

18.75%

5.00%

Future Fighters/Splinter

7

43.75%

11.67%

6

37.50%

10.00%

Groups
Ideology
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Table A.10: Level of Destruction-UCDP Data
Year

Level of
Destruction*
2005

2935

2010

1721

2013

5422

2014

33725

2015

40361

2016

41090

2017

40793

2018

17034

2019

7774

2020

NO DATA

*Based on # of Deaths
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Table A.11: Level of Destruction-LSJU Data
Year

Level of
Destruction*
2005

57

2010

385

2013

26

2014

752

2015

730

2016

401

2017

879

2018

1250

2019

901

2020

NO DATA

*Based on # of deaths and wounded
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APPENDIX B: IS TERRITORY CHANGE BBC MAP (2015-2019)

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-45547595
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APPENDIX C: IS TERRITORY CONTROL THE ECONOMIST MAP (2014)

https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2014/08/the-many-ways-to-map-theislamic-state/379196/
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APPENDIX D: IS TERRITORY CONTROL THE NEW YORK TIMES MAP (2014)

https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2014/08/the-many-ways-to-map-theislamic-state/379196/
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APPENDIX E: IS TERRITORY CONTROL INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF WAR
MAP (2014)

https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2014/08/the-many-ways-to-map-theislamic-state/379196/
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APPENDIX F: IS TERRITORY CONTROL THE NEW YORK TIMES MAP (2015)

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/12/18/world/middleeast/Where-ISIS-Gainedand-Lost-Territory-Islamic-State.html
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APPENDIX G: IS TERRITORY CONTROL BBC MAP (2016)

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-38641509
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APPENDIX H: IS TERRITORY CONTROL WILSON CENTER MAP (2017)

https://www.wilsoncenter.org/article/isis-after-the-caliphate-0
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APPENDIX I: IS TERRITORY CONTROL LONG WAR JOURNAL MAP (2019)

https://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2019/03/us-backed-forces-declare-end-toislamic-states-caliphate.php
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APPENDIX J: TIMELINE OF THE RISE AND FALL OF THE IS PBS TIMELINE
(2013-2019)
Key moments in the rise and fall of the Islamic State group:
April 2013 — Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the leader of al-Qaida’s branch in Iraq, announces
the merger of his group with al-Qaida’s franchise in Syria, forming the Islamic State in
Iraq and the Levant.
2014
January — Al-Baghdadi’s forces overrun the city of Fallujah in western Iraq and parts
of the nearby provincial capital of Ramadi. In Syria, they seize sole control of the city of
Raqqa after driving out rival Syrian rebel factions, and it becomes their de facto capital.
February — Al-Qaida leader Ayman al-Zawahri disavows al-Baghdadi after the Iraqi
militant ignores his demands that IS leave Syria.
June — IS captures Mosul, Iraqi’s second-largest city, and pushes south as Iraqi forces
crumble, eventually capturing Saddam Hussein’s hometown of Tikrit and reaching the
outskirts of Baghdad. When they threaten Shiite holy sites, Iraq’s top Shiite cleric issues
a call to arms, and masses of volunteers, largely backed and armed by Iran, join militias.
June 29 — The group renames itself the Islamic State and declares the establishment of a
self-styled “caliphate,” a traditional model of Islamic rule, in its territories in Iraq and
Syria. Al-Baghdadi is declared the caliph.
July 4 — Al-Baghdadi makes his first public appearance, delivering a Friday sermon in
Mosul’s historic al-Nuri Mosque. He urges Muslims around the world to swear allegiance
to the caliphate and obey him as its leader.
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August — IS captures the town of Sinjar west of Mosul and begins a systematic
slaughter of the tiny Yazidi religious community. Women and girls are kidnapped as sex
slaves; hundreds remain missing to this day.
Aug. 8 — The U.S. launches its campaign of airstrikes against IS in Iraq.
Sept. 22 — The U.S.-led coalition begins an air campaign against IS in Syria.
2015
January — Iraqi Kurdish fighters, backed by U.S.-led airstrikes, drive IS out of several
towns north of Mosul. In Syria, Kurdish fighters backed by U.S. airstrikes repel an IS
onslaught on Kobani, a town on the border with Turkey, in the first significant defeat for
IS.
April 1 — U.S.-backed Iraqi forces retake Tikrit, their first major victory against IS.
May 20 — IS captures the ancient Syrian town of Palmyra, where the extremists later
destroy archaeological treasures.
2016
Feb. 9 — Iraqi forces recapture Ramadi after months of fighting and at enormous cost,
with thousands of buildings destroyed. Almost the entire population fled.
June 26 — Fallujah is declared liberated by Iraqi forces after a five-week battle.
July 3 — IS sets off a gigantic suicide truck bomb outside a Baghdad shopping mall,
killing almost 300 people, the deadliest attack in Iraq since the 2003 U.S.-led invasion.
Oct. 17 — Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi announces the start of the operation to
liberate Mosul.
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Nov. 5 — The U.S.-backed, Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces launch Operation
Euphrates Wrath, the first of five operations aiming to retake Raqqa, starting with an
encircling of the city.
2017
Jan. 24 — Al-Abadi announces eastern Mosul has been “fully liberated.”
May 10 — SDF captures the strategic Tabqa dam after weeks of battles and a major
airlift operation that brought SDF fighters and their U.S. advisers to the area. The fall of
the dam facilitated the push on Raqqa, about 40 kilometers (25 miles) away.
June 6 — SDF fighters begin an attack on Raqqa from three sides, backed by U.S.-led
airstrikes.
June 18 — Iraqi forces launch battle for Mosul’s Old City, the last IS stronghold there.
June 21 — IS destroys Mosul’s iconic al-Nuri Mosque and its 12th century leaning
minaret as Iraqi forces close in.
July 10 — Iraqi prime minister declares victory over IS in Mosul and end of the
extremists’ caliphate in Iraq.
Oct. 17 — SDF takes full control of Raqqa after months of heavy bombardment that
devastates the city.
September-December —Syrian government forces, backed by Russian air power and
Iranian forces, recapture IS territory on the western bank of the Euphrates, seizing the
cities of Deir el-Zour, Mayadin and Boukamal on the border with Iraq.
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2018
Aug. 23 — IS leader al-Baghdadi resurfaces in his first purported audio recording in
almost a year, and he urges followers to continue fighting.
Sept. 10 — SDF launches a ground offensive, backed by U.S.-led airstrikes, to take the
last territory held by IS in Syria’s eastern province of Deir el-Zour.
2019
March 23 — SDF declares the complete capture of Baghouz and the end of the Islamic
State group’s territorial “caliphate.”
Oct. 27 — U.S. President Donald Trump says al-Baghdadi died Saturday after a
nighttime airborne raid by American special operations forces in Syria’s northwestern
Idlib province when he detonated a suicide vest in a tunnel while running away.
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/world/timeline-of-the-rise-and-fall-of-the-islamic-stategroup
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